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rst Polio Case
this County
eported Monday

Pr i
J. W. Morrison To Be
Baptist Music Director

JO—
Warning!
When drivers hear an approaching siren, they are
required by law to pull to
the -curb and stop if in the
city, or pull off the pavement and stop if outside the
city, the State Police warned motorists this week. This
applies to all sirens, including
fire trucks, ambulances and
police cars. Violators wil be
fined, the troopers said.
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'Four From Here Injured
In Ambulance Wreck

Glover Lewis
Lightning Strikes
P. L. Pruett House
A freak bolt of lightning
during Tuesday's rain storm
tore part of P. L. Pruett's
'back porch away, stripped off
the porch steps, smashed
dishes in the kitchen cabinet
and scorched the kitchen
wallpaper. The Pruetts live at
408 Hawthorne avenue.
Mrs. Pruett, it was reported, was shocked by the electrical flash, but was not injured.
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spending a few days in Wichita,
Mr. and Ifts. Everett Rowe Ann, Maredo, Tex., Mrs. Leslie
Kan., fis guests of Mr. and Mrs.
ColeMaggie
and son, Everett, Jr., Johnson Bright and Mrs.
Chester Miller. Danny Miller
in
City, Tenn., have concluded a man, Paducah, spent Monday
returned home with his grandvisit with her mother, Mrs. Belle Evansville, Ind.
for a visit, and his prif4Mrs. C. T. Henson has return- fatherr
Lowry, and family.
ents will join him soon for
last
spending
after
home
ed
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Coleman and
,vacation.
her father, near summer
daughters, Peggy May and Mary week with
Guy Nichols returned
Prof.
visitshe
Ann, Mitred°, Tex., have been Benton. Enroute home
week after spending
last
home
guests in the home of Mr. and ed her daughter, Mrs. George
several weeks in Wiliamsburg.
Mrs. Leslie Bright and MT. and Johnson, and Mr. Johnson, PaVa., where he visited his daughducah.
Mrs. William Coleman.
ter, Mrs. Tip Downing, and Mr.
Burnett
Albert
Mrs.
and
Capt.
Miss Imogene Wigginton spent
Downing.
Wednesday as guest of Mrs. Mar- and son, Myron, Ft. Sill, Okla.
Mrs. J. M. McCormick and
have been the guests of her par
garet Zuermuehlen.
Mrs. Sam McElyeen, Jackson,
Miss., arrived Wednesday of last
week for a visit to Mr. and
Mrs. John F. Rice.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Smith and
baby and Mrs. Mattie Rice have
returned from Gary, Ind., where
they were called by the critical
illness of Mr. Caleb Oliver who
is stil gravely ill folowing a
major operation.
Charles Dean Akridge, who
spent several days in Mt. Morris,
Galvanized Roofing
Mich., as guest of his uncle,
Roof Nails
Johnnie Akridge, and Mrs. Akridge, has returned home.
Wire Fence
Miss Margaret Lowery returnLivestock Spray
ed to her home in Paducah Wednesday after spending a few days
Pestroy 25% DDT
with Miss Bonnie King.
Weed-No-More
Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Franklin
of Phoenix, Ariz., visited her
Arsenate of Lead
sister, Mrs. F. E. Jones, Mr. Jones
Paris Green
and family several days last
week.
Tobacco Knives
James Henry and children,
0141ahoma Csity Okla.; visited
Tobacco Spikes
his cousin, Ivan H. Bennett, and
Tobacco Tomahawks
Mrs. Bennett Wednesday.
Mrs. J. B. Sory and Miss DoBarn and Roof Paint
ra Young are visiting their broWhite Creosote Paint
ther, Polk Young, and Mrs.
Young in Owensboro.
Acme House Paint
Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Jones and
family spent Sunday as guests
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W.
D. Spillman, Bowling Green.
Mrs. James Woolsey, Detroit,
Mich.; is visiting her brother,
Ray Blackburn, and Mrs. Blackburn.
Mr. and Mrs. Coy Moore and
Mrs. Seldon McElroy spent Sunday as guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Moore at their new home
332
Phone

Dawson Road

HARDWARE CO.
Hopkinsville

MEN'S SUITS Men's OVERALLS
All Wool Gabardine
$2•29
Sharkskin Worsteds
$45.00 value. . . $29.95
Men's Dungarees
$38.50 value .. . $35.00
Buy Now
$1.69
BOYS' 8 to 16
80 x 80
$1.37
PRINT DRESSES
BOYS' 2 to 6
$1.19
'12 to 20
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Four i
to 12 fe
in style—no«
Monica's rayon Canton faille stars you
lights the
satin
rayon
Rich
Fall.
and all through
and jutting hip-pockets.
bow
-string
shoe
collar,
tiny
-leaf set in scooped
Brief-sleeved bodice with an oak
broken by usskirt,
pegged
slightly
.
.
.
neckline
10 to 20
Sizes
brown.
pressed pleats. Black or
silver with the
STERLING
majestic lines of• Georgian pat'
tern ... Gorham English Gad•
roon Here is beauty and grace
of design beyond compare. See
this lovely Gorham pattern at
our store now.
$26.00 per place-setting
including Fed. Tax.

WINSTEAD'S
Jewelers

Monica are designed especially
;Mei-arise Brief Sires styled by
the style originality so Om
all
wader,
for the Miss 5' 4" or
for you.
last is mater alterations, is retained

Princeton, Kentucky

der VACATION
DRIVING
NEEDS
ATLAS Universal Plaid
Seat Covers
Keep cool and clean. Attractive color.water repellent. Easy to keep clean.

ATLAS Oil Filters
Atlas Oil Filters keep oil clean - reduce
engine wear by removing harmful dirt and.
abrasives. Clogged Altera can't clean va.

ATLAS Champion Spark

Plugs

Save gasoline - increase power - give Your
car • new personality.

Belts

(ATLAS New

less stretch - longer life'

Grip-Safe Tires

Built for safety and long life. Backed by
written Performance Warranty. Quiet running. Best tire in Atlas history

ATLAS Batteries
Dependable Starting. Certified Capacity.
WrittenuWarranty. Service Everywhere.

ATLAS M
Atlas Mufflers embody the best end most
up-to-date ideas in scientific muffler design.

ATLAS Wiper Blades an
dr in
ure
clean
c
an streak-proof windshield for,ieldfot.
safe
See

Prescriptions

ATLAS Polishing

Cloth

Make it easy to keep your car looking ft.
best.There's a special cloth for home use,too.

Phone 2075

DRUG STORE
•

Guar
moistur
or yarn'
No o
lect or d

1723 B
FO

Greater strength

20 x 40

The B
insulate.
insulate •

Sala 4d

ATLAS Fan

patterns in florals

Cannon TOWELS
Only 37c ea.

hen Br
ven M
eHurl

College Course
Teaches Fishing

in Princeton.
Mrs. Seldon McElroy, Alton,
Ill., is spending the week with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Coy
Moore.
Al' Newnfeatures
Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Jones and
J. E. Boone, Jr., were in Louis: Columbia, ,Mo.—Fishing is a
college course at the University
ville Wednesday of last week.
Mrs. Lee Burklow and Mrs. Ida of Missouri.
Holloman spent last week in
Students 'in the course, first
Sturgis and Marion as guests of of its kind when it was establishrelatives.
ed 14 years ago, learned to opMr. and Mrs. L. B. Jennings, erate all types of fishing equipFrankfort spent the weekend ment and where the fishing is
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. finest. More than 3,000 students
C. W. Moore.
have taken the couttse since it
"Sonny" Moore, Groves Cen- began, and it has been such a
ter, is spending vacation with success that other colleges have
his sister, Mrs. Charlie Querter- added a similar one.
mous, and Mr. Quertermous.
Dr. Chester L. Brewster; an
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Perry- ardent angler, is professor of
man and daughter, Betty Joe, fishing at the school. The course
Phoeniz, Ariz., are expected this is his brainchild. About 20 years
week for a visit to her brother, age he made a survey among
Cecil Brasher, and Mrs. Brashes, alumni to find out what they did
and Mrs. Perryman's mother, in their spare time. As recreaMrs. Jennie Brasher, near Dycu.4- tion, golf, hunting and fishing
burg.
were the preferences, so he talkMr. and Mrs. W. M. Young ed school heads into scheduling
in
week
last
spent several days
the course.
guests, of their
Louisville as
Average enrolment for studaughter Mrs. Quertermous and dents runs around
140. The
Mr. Quertermous.
course is part of the physical
Miss Margaret Ruth Atkins re- education program. A special
turned to her home in Murray summer class also is held and
Friday after a visit of two weeks students range from 18 to 50,
with Miss Donna Quertermous undergraduates and graduate
and other relatives.
students. Classes are held on
Little Misses Nita and Rita the lawn in front of the gym
Rogers who spent last week during summer and students cast
'with their aunt Mrs. Jewell plugs toward targets. The school
The word, meander, comes from
Kirkwood, and Mr. Kirkwood, has more than $600 worth
;the winding- Maeander River of
Dawson Springs, returned home functional equipment.
western Asia Minor.
Saturday night. They were ac"Most of the students know
Mrs. absolutely nothing about fishMr. and
companied by
Kirkwood who spent the week- ing when they come into the
end with Mr. and Mrs. Eugene course," Professor Brewer says.
Rogers.
"Therefore we start at the beMr. and Mrs. Ralph Paris and ginning and teach them the rufamily have moved to their farm diments first. We not only try
near Marion.
to stimulate an interest in fishMr. and Mrs. William Purcell, ing but to teach the students to
Detroit, Mich., are visiting her obey and respect and know why
sister, Mrs. Washie Sherrill, and they are respecting the conserother relatives here.
vation laws. It's a real course in
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Wilson adult education.
and son, Princeton, spent Sunday
"A man finds 'his
warmest
as guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie friends while fishing. Education
Wilson.
is for living as well as working.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Hunt and Fishing is a course in living,"
..on, John William, of near Mari- concludes Professor Brewer.
on, spent Sunday with her par8 oz. Sanforized
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Tur- William Coleman of Crider.
Rev, Holland Thomas has reley.
Mrs. Hugh Hunsacker and son, turned from Rome, Ga., where
Paul, Princeton, visited her mo- he accompanied Mrs. Thomas
ther and sister, Mrs. Florence and son last week.
Mrs. Luke Quertermous, LouParr and Dorothy, Sunday.
Jim Patterson, a former re- isville, spent the weekend with
sident of Fredonia, now residing her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W.
in North Carolina visited friends M. Young.
Mr. and Mrs Dave Perkins
here Sunday.
All Sizes
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Coleman, and children, June, Jerky and
Mary Ann, Peggy May, of Mare- Bruce, and Mrs. Allie Bugg visitdo, Tex., Miss Maggie Coleman, ed Shiloh National Park, Shiloh,
Paducah, and Mr. and Mrs. Les- Tenn., Thursday.
lie Bright were Saturday night
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Try a Leader Classified Ad!

Fall merchandise thrift priced to save you money. Shop
our store and be convinced!

new

day

InSTANDER G T8 INTO C —HarZld Stewart e „expresses his opinion of the Joseph Hughes' family squabble with
the meatcutters' union in Portland, Ore. Leigh Hughes (right)
absorbs a right to the head before a deputy sheriff can intervene.
Leigh, with two brothers and a sister, had been picketing a union
picket just before the encounter. Fistcuffs and lawsuits have been
frequent during attempts by the union to get the Hughes family
to sign up in the past eight months. (AP Wirephoto)

FEDERATED

Beautiful

One

Sunday.
his
visited
Monroe Powell
family Saturday.
Mrs. Cora McNeely and daughter spent the weekend with Mr.
and Mrs. George Franklin
W. H. Franklin and family
visited George 'Franklin Sunday.
Donald Reddin visited here

I

REDUCED'

ploanrgaollsellsbaerarsiteerrnte;fushit44Anna Rollins attended world
for
notkrirais
none
n
Sunday
po
Prineeton
in

Mrs.
church
Mr. and Mrs.. Cyc Beshears
and
of night.
are rejoicing over the arrival
and Robert Me tie
Franklin
Ida
Mrs.
a new daughter horn Saturday
at Princeton Hospital.
Mrs. Robert Hicks visited Mrs.
Hester Powell one day last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Louard Pugh
have been visiting Mrs. Oliver.
Jimmy Word Visited Kirby
Thomas Sunday night.
•Miss Elizabeth Capps, Evansville Ind., spent last week with
her grandfather, Joe Beshears.
Ralph
tGeorge Powell and
Madisonville
were in
Griffin

Fredonia News

FARM
SUPPLIES

Sunday.

Lewis & Sisk
N. Ct. Sq.

Phone 3931
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Thursday, August 11, 1949
stories. He is a native of Texas,
originating from Granger,
It as in 1921 when Dr. Danforth, then known as "Dandy
Dave," won 25 games for Columbus of the American Association
although the club finished in the
--Dr. David Dancellar.
, „pie Tex.
fantastic career
a
recalls
ath
Columbus that year had a fine
ball jU me course of his defensive team but
was short on
lig with three big league hitting and Danforth
dropped 15
me ten minor league clubs decisions. But 12 major league
that
record
-out
strike
get a
clubs were after him because of
won 25 games with a his amazing
total. The St. Louis
was
once
and
,c team
Browns landed him by giving up
players.
other
eleven
for
an entire club to Columbus.
dentist, visiting
The Baltimore
-It wasn't because of my
of
Danforth
brother, W. T.
value but because the Browns
5
'some • fascinating
,ple.
had.ti who1 lIst of surplus material," Dr. Danforth says with
becoming modesty.
Danforth played baseball for
Baylor University and didn't
lose a decision his best year, having one no-hitter. Connie Mack,
needing a good relief pitcher for
his famed trio of Bender Coombs
and Plank, signed the college star
and made him the Athletics' "fireman."
With the White Sox in 1917 he
had his greatest baseball thrill.winning a pennant and pitching
in the World Series. He got to
Have full Inside capacity
work only one inning in the big
to *500 per desk
We $350
series because Chicago had UrIn floor space
ban Faber and Eddie Cicotte, who
HOWARD D. HAPPY CO, gave the New York Giants fits,
but got a triple in a crucial game
74 S. Main St.
with the Boston Red Sox in the
BOPKINSVILLE

judge chickens, control poultry
diseases and test for pullorum
disease will be among the subjects reviewed at the 25th annual poultry short course at the
College of Agriculture and Home
Economics, University of Kentucky, Aug. 15-19. Open to all
without charge, the course will
be essentially practical, says the
announcement.
Assisting the poultry staff of
the college will be several Kentucky flock-owners and hatchery
perators and Dr. C. A. Brandly,
University of Wisconsin; Dr. T.
C. Byerly, U. S. Department of
Agriculture; Holmes Ellis, Kentucky assistant commissioner of
agriculture, and Prof. Edward
Hoffman, University of Georgia.

Art Matal .

FIBERGLAS
Blowing Wool
Is Naturally Better
Four inches of Fiberglas Blowing Wool is equal
to 12 feet solid masonry.

en.

Ped
20.

The BEST home appliances today are Fiberglas
insulated. Ships, planes, buses and trains are
insulated with Fiberglas.
Guaranteed life of building against settling,
moisture and rot. Provides no food for rodents
or varmints.
No obligation for free estimates. Call us colect or drop us a card.

Oro

0. BERKLEY
WEST. KY. ROOFING CO.
1723 Broadway

Paducah, Ky.

Phone 275

FOR ROOFING AND SIDEWALL WORK

Abney sells whole milk locally,
and receives $350 annually for
the calves.

Cow Creek Cows
Short Course In
Raising Poultry
Make Big Money
now to manage poultry flocks, Cal Abney of the Cow

hen Browns Gave
leven Men For
pe Hurler

now
the
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RING-SIZED MOVING JOB FOR GRAIN ELEVATOR--In the land of the Paul Bunyan legend, a
real-life moving job of heroic proportions takes place as a 8511oot high grain elevator looks smaller
as it crosso a cihm in the Blue Earth river near Mankato, Minn., completing an eight-mile journey
which required a week. The structure, with a capacity of 20,000 bushels, had its 50-ton weight supported on 24 large wheels for the trip over gravel as well as concrete roads. It was moved to replace
an elevator which had burned. (AP Wirephoto)

U. S. Doll Population
Exceeds That Of People

The final race of the 19-night
Harrington, Del, trotting season
was won by a horse named Sailr Man—in a driving rain.
The jack rabbit is not a rabbit
but a hare.

Teachers Advocate
Nine-Month Term
The Kentucky Department of
Classroom Teachers, in a meeting held last week at the University of Kentucky, adopted a
recommendation calling for a
complusory nine-month elementary school term. In addition, the
group went on record as favoring a minimum of four years'
college training for teacher candidates. Principal speaker at the
one-day conference attended by
Kentucky
approximately' 500
teachers, was Dr. Ralph McDonald, executive secretary of the
National Education Association's
.commission on teacher educa
lion and professional standards.

causes such as the Civil War
dolls, sold ih aid of the Red
Cross, the Padarewski dolls
made for Polish relief after
World War I and the ingenious
dolls made by displaced persons
in European camps after World
War 2 Other collectors go for
ject estimate there are well over
portrait dolls, made in the im225 million dolls in America. age of Gueen
Victoria EmAnd there are dozens of differ- press Eugenie, Mary Todd Linent kinds.
coln, the Swedish Nightingale,
Tips on what to keep in mind Jenny Linn etc. Then there are
when collecting are given by story book and comic character
Catherine Christopher in "The dolls — Alice in Wonderland,
Complete Book of Doll Making Aunt Jemima, Uncle Remus and Vigo Wheat Strong
and Collecting" just published such. Add to those dolls dressed
The strength of the stalk of
by Greystone Press.
in native costumes of different Vigo wheat was proved on the
Most collectors concentrate on countries and "name dolls," farm of W. J. French of the
one or two types. Some collect bearing the name of a certain Texas community in Pulaski
"Benefit dolls" designed to raise manufacturer or designer..
county. After a severe storm had
money for certain charitable
You might want to collect blown down six big trees around
Penny Woodens hand-carved in the field, the wheat was found to
pennant driv*.
wood by German and Tyrolean be standing straight Farm Agent
It happened, Dr. Danforth says,
toymakers in the 19th century Hugh Hurst said Mr. French
that the White Sox had used
and later produced for a peny sowed 200 pounds of certified
everybody on the bench and when
in New England. Or perhaps wheat seed last fall on one and
Dandy Dave came to bat there
you would prefer the elegant a half acres.
was nobody to put in as a pinch
French bisque dolls and the
hitter. Danforth, who describes
worldly
wardrobes lar doll models were sometimes
himself as a "lousy hitter", de- elaborate
repeated for years.
termined to bat at anything. He that sometimes accompany them.
Glass eyes are no indication
of
cateone
Or
other
of
dozens
the
swung on
first pitch and hit
of age, as they were used in dolls
of
gories
of
made
dolls
rubrag,
the ball so far even the great Tris
and small religious figures for
Speaker couldn't get to it. It won ber, china, cornhusks, meal, etc. centuries.
Antique
stores,
hand
second
the ball game and Chicago never
You can tell whether limbs
was headed in the drive to the shops and attics are all likely
have been replaced on a doll
hunting grounds of old dolls.
pennant.
and
One of the best ways to find by checking the condition
Danforth set his strikeout
type of stitching at the joining,
record at the end of his pitching out about fair doll prices is to
and noting weather the cloth
career. It was with Buffalo and compare those in local shops
of the arm or leg matches that of
those
with
Interfrom
and
reliable
well
batters—an
he fanned 20
the body.
national League mark that still known doll houses. Lists of mail
order doll firms may be obtainstands.
ed from advertisements in van(MS hobby magazines.
Here are a few tips Miss
Christopher gives to help you
and
fix the dates of old dolls:
All dolls were hand-made until about 1855. A mechine-stitchof those
ed body must have been made
after 1846 when the sewing maHIGHLY-PRIZED
chine was invented.
PRINTS
Before 1881 there were no
authenticated dolls with swivel
Also Roll Film Developing
necks.
and Printing
When the feet and legs of a
doll match the material of the
head this roughly indicates age.
Hairdos, known to be popu1071i W. Ct. Sq.
lar at certain periods offer some
Phone 2149
clue to the age of a doll, but the
AI. Nownfratures

New York — You may be too
old to play with dolls, but you
are not too old to collect them.
It is a hobby that provides fun,
fantasy, color and a wide field
to work in. Experts in the sub-

WANT CHEAPER
FEED PRICES?

Come by and let us figure with you
SPECIALS THIS WEEK

Creek
community in Estill county is
realizing an income of $100 an
acre through dairy cattle. Five
acres each of alfalfa and corn,
and 10 area of pasture provide
90 percent of the feed required
by his six Guegnsey cows, said
Fred Brockman, county agent.

Try

d

Leader Classified Adl

WALK F it HAS IT

"Jubilee"
TABLEWARE
Walker's Drugs & Jewelry

When In Hopkinsville
Wood's Drug Store
Your Shopping Center

Air Conditioned, Comfortable Chairs,
Friendly Atmosphere
Always Visit Us When In Town

Wood's Drug Store
Hopkinsville

Phone 7

Let's talk about the Movies!
EVERYBODY DOES! And they are going to be talking more and more about
them during the next few weeks. With the cooperation of the leading movie producers. the Capitol Theater has scheduled a procession of fine. above-the.average
shows—pictures with top stars and a wide range of appeal.
With our experience in catering to the entertainment desires of Princeton
Inalrie-goers, we feel safe in saying that the Yost majority of you will thoroughly
enjoy these outstanding attractions, week afer week. during

Capitol's BIG SHOW Season!
If you're a -once-in-a-while" moviegoer, we think you'll become a "regular" before many weeks pass. Because, you'll not want to miss a single program during
the summer—me of these shows for example:

TODAY
and

FRIDAY

COPYING

—=INOMINIP

,

tie m

Right on the Button—fog LAD'S!

RESTORATION

SATURDAY

SINGLETON •

DOUBLE
FEATURE
PROGRAM

baip„:

DIAL
VIM

01101r0816

-

1"

MANN

BROWN

FRONT/FR ACENT

Burton's Studio

RAYMOND NATTON

M-G-M's virile romantic drama! . .

Gable's best!

NOT-11400•611 MU Of PORTVISI,

$3.30
Igleheart Shorts
3.05
Igleheart Bran
4.60
Soybean Oil Maill
Purina Chowmix Growing Mash,
Dress Prints
Purina Chowmix Laying Mash Dress Prints 4.15

Top-flirt-it thrift!
Top-flight style! Top-flight value!

SUN. & MON.
Aug. 14-15
mom coon
sterring ALEXIS %Mt
assail NMI• FRANK MOOGAN • WRY SULUVAN
Admission 12c and 10c for this attraction

Both of above in burlap bags at 25c less

by
MR'

molt
1
• for

,g lt

Purina Chow Mix Hog Ration,Dress Prints 4.20
18% Home Town All Purpose Poultry Mash,
4.30
Dress Prints
15% Home Town Complete Hog Ration,
3.90
Dress Prints
A complete line of Purina Chows, Sanitation
Products and Poultry Equipment.
Also a complete line of Knox Brand Wheat and
Alfalfa Fertilizers.
It will pay you in a big way to buy all your feeds
from us.
And if you have corn bring it and let us mik your
feed. You can always save by using your own
home grown grain.

Try Us Today - - - Inspect Our Feeds - - - We can
show you more profit.

PRINCETON MILLS
GARDNER WHITE, Prop.
Phone 2071

3931

Princeton, Ky.

TUES.& WED.
Aug. 16-17

THUR. & FRI.
Aug. 18-19
•Studebaker truck power is money-saving power!
•Studebaker truck construction is wear-resisting construction!
•Studebaker trucks are real "driver convenience" trucks
—cab floors are low—cab steps are enclosed—wide
cab doors have automatic "hold-open" stops—variable-ratio steering builds up plenty of leverage for

HATRED... AND DESIRE
BEAT A WILD RHYTHM j
IN THEIR BLOOD!
•

•'
•
JACK CARSON • IANIS PAIGE • DON De FORE • DORIS DAY •

Here are more ... "THE STRATTON STORY"
(it's really wonderful)
. . . "FAMILY HONEYMOON" .. . "WHISPERING SMITH" ... "KISs
IN THE DARK" . . . "FLAMINGO ROAD" . . with more to come!

turn-arounds and parking.
•Stop in and see the new Studebaker trucks. Find out
how fast they can cut the cost of your hauling.

Robinson Implement Co.
Phone 2053

MS *03
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Picnic Given In Honor
Of Out-Of-State Guests

Weinefivi
whoever answafe the phone.
NOTE, PI.a.e e•11 No. 2141 and give ann. toxe‘this page to
of the news.

Shultz-Shipp

Larkins-Stroube
Mrs. S. J. Larkins announces
the marriage of her daughter,
Tillie Edna, to Mr. W. Bryan
Stroube, Thursday, July 28.
The quiet and impressive
single ring ceremony was read
by the Rev. Summers Brinson at
the altar of Ogden Memorial
Methodist Church in the pres.ence of several relatives and
friends including Mrs. S. JP
Larkins, Mrs. Mary Lou Stroube,
mother of the bride and bridegroom, respectively, Mrs, Lionel
Stroube, Miss Margaret Stroube,
Miss Katherine Fraley, Mrs. Ruby
Spurlock and Mrs. Summers
brinson.
After a wedding trip to points
in Tennessee, the coutle will reside at their rural home near
Rock Springs.

Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Lewis
Shultz, Hartford, announce the
marriage of their daughter, Martha Virginia, to Mr. Charles
Joseph Shipp, of Louisville, July
29, at Hartford Methodist
Church. Mrs. Shipp was a former music instructor in the Princeton City Schools.

Report Of Chi Rho Camp
CYF Group Hears
The Christian Youth Fellowship met at the First Christian
Church Sunday night, Aug. 7,
at 8:30 o'clock.
Chloe Ann Winters, Bobby
Hogan and the Rev. George
Filer were in charge of the
program, telling of their experiences,at Chi Rho Camp, Kuttawa
Springs, the last week.

to expedite* handling

Mrs. Stephens Gives
Parties For Nieces
Mrs. J. D. Stephens entertained Saturday in honor of her
nieces who are visiting from
Greenville Miss.
Saturday morning there was a
Coke party for Miss Jane Goodwin, the guests being Misses
Nancy Taylor, Jane Alexander,
Sarah Walker, Vivian Moore and
Peggy Barnes.
An afternoon party for Misses
Ann and Elizabeth Goodwin was
attended by Misses Doris Lowery and Vesta Skees Washington, D. C., Ann and Patsy Quisenberry, Margaret Grisham, Eleanor Ann Jones, Patsy Horn,
Sane Richie, Rosie Beck, Mary
Virginia Meadows, Connie Ruth
Stevens, Janice Brinkley and
Maurelle Littlefield.

4

William Mays has been visitFamily Reunion
ing friends in Oklahoma.
Relatives gathered at the home
T. W. Vinson, of Frankfort,
of Mrs. Charlie Merrick, Route
visited his sister, Mrs. Fred
3, for a family reunion Sunday,
Stevenson, and Dr. Stevenson
Aug. 7.
this week. Mr. Vinson is a formThose present were Mr. and
er resident of Princeton.
Mrs. Charlie Merrick and sons,
Ellis L. W., and Colbert; Mr.
and Mrs. E. C. Word, Mr. and
Mrs. Bice Hart, and son, D C.,
Mrs. Dora Williams, Mr. end
Mrs. Herman Oliver and children, Florence and Billie; Mr.
and Mrs. Lee Wyatt; Mr. and
Mrs. Cordle Boaz and daughter,
Judy; Mr. and Mrs. Bob Boaz
Until I am able to see and thank personally
and son, Tom; Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Young; Mr. and Mrs.
each supporter of my candidacy for sheriff in the Carmon
Poindexter; Mrs. Ida
recent primary, I wish to take this opportunity to Mitchell; Betty Sue Mitchell,
Kenneth Spickard; Mr. and
express my gratitude and appreciation for your Mrs.
Mrs. Pete Jones; Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Boaz and daughter,
support and encouragement.
Joyce; Shelby Boaz; Mr. Clint
I know no way of valuing even one true
Boaz and son, Claudie; Mr. and
Ethridge and sons, W. R.
friend, so how could I possibly value the exper- Mrs.
and Woodrow; Mr. and Mrs.
ience and friendships I have been fortunate Fenton Taylor.
Mrs. Huel Nuckols, Cpl., and
enough to gain during the past few months?
Mrs. Bill Willis and son, Billie;
John Mitchell; Mr. and Mrs. DalTo the best of my ability, I pledge to support las Mitchell and children, Winthe party's choice and conduct myself in such a ford, James and Margaret; Mr.
and Mrs. Sheltie Wyatt; Mr. and
manner as to be worthy of your support and trust. Mrs. Willie Wyatt; Mr. and Mrs.
Malcolm P'Pool and sons, Larry
So friends, until I am able to further show my and Benny; Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
appreciation, all I can say is "Thanks, thanks Hart; Mrs. Charhe Childress,
Oscar Mitchell, and Jannie Futfor everything."
rell.
Out-of-county
visitors were
Mr. and Mrs. Guy McCloster
and son, Dale, Evansville, Ind.,
Mr. and Mrs. Clint Chambers,
Paduoah; Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Massie and children, Providence;
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Hart Providence; Mr. and Mrs. Bennard

Conducts Revival
Rev. Holland Thomas pastor
of the Fredonia Baptist Church
is conducting a revival at Mint
Springs Baptist Church, Livingston county.

Thank You!

Orr

Fredrick McConnell

Thursday, August
••••••••,...

and Mrs. Hugh
Franklin 'treat.
litiaseiir.
Brelatord, and Mrs. Brelsford.
family,
and Mr. und
Parrish,
Will
Mrs.
and
Mr.
if.7
Mrs. Ruth Fairhurst, Kuttawa,
spent Sunday Granstaff and famiy
visited Mrs. McKee Thomson, Harrisburg, Ill.,
Try a Leader
Charles Doi oil, .student at the 299 Washington street, Wednes- with Mrs. Pearl Runsaker, Mr.
Classified Ast
University of Kentucky, visited day of last week.
Paul
his parents, Mr. and Mrs,
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Jennings
Doroh, over the weekend. Mr. and sons, Homer, Jr., and Dale
Doroh returned to Lexington Lee, and Mrs. E. W. Hubbard,
044044
Monday accompanied by his Paducah, and Mr. and
Mrs.
JUNIORS
brother, 'Jimmie.
SunGeorge Hubbard were the
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Miller day guests of Mr. and Mrs.
have returned after visiting in Charles Hubbard and family.
Maryville, 0.
Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Satterfield
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Evans and son, Dickie, and Mr. and
Katherand children, Barbara
Mrs. E. B. Chandler attended the
ine, James Arthur, David and Railroad Fair last week in ChiLinda, Barbourville, are visit- cago, Ill., and witnessed a baseing Mrs. Evans' parents, Mr. and ball game between the Chicago
Mrs. Gus Lacy, Plue street.
Cubs and the New York Giants.
Misses Ann, Elizabeth and
Mrs. Mettle Downing has reJane Goodwin have returned to
to her home on N Jefturned
their home in Greenville, Miss.,
ferson street after keeping house
Mrs.
aunts,
their
visiting
after
for her daughter, Mrs. Clarence
J. D. Stephens, Mrs. McKee
McElroy, and Mr. McElroy, MorThomson and Mrs. H. A. Goodganfield, while the MeElroys
win.,
Seattle,
were vacationing
Mr. and Mrs. Dique Eldred
Washington, Yellowstone Perk
will return Friday after a three
and other points of interest in
weeks' stay at Hot Springs, Ark.
the West.
Mr. and. Mrs. Homer BtelsTuesday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
ford have returned to their home
Robert Coleman were their
in Memphis Tenn., after visiting
daughter, Mrs. Ruby L. Bryant,
the former's mother, Mrs. Ida
Mrs. L. D. Melton and Miss Mary
Brelsford, and brother, William
Frances Fisher, all of HenderNorma Sue Cartwright, pres- son.
Jerry Isaac, Louisville, and
ident of the group, invited young
people of other churches of the Charlotte end Tommy Kirshner,
community to meet with the Cincinnati, 0., have returned
CYF Sunday night, Aug. 14, at home after a week's visit to
8:30 o'clock at the First Christian their aunt, Mrs. R. H. Dalzell,
Mr. Dalzell and daughter, Patsy,
Church.

Pe440#1414

A picnic oinner was given
Sunday, July 31, in honor of
Mrs. J. W. Barnett and Mrs.
Viva Bailey, Edmond, Okla., and
Mrs. L. L. Bailey, Houston, Tex.
The event took place at Pidcock
Park on the Marion road.
'Besides the guests of honor,
those present included Mrs. Elizabeth Featherstone and Mrs.
Jimmy Holden, Evansville, Ind.;
Mrs. Madline Sinkhorn, Mrs.
Ambrose Miller and Mrs. Senora
Eddyville; Mr. and Mrs.
Lowell Baker and son, George,
Metropolis, Ill.; Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Henry and daughter,
Joan, Marion; Miss Jane Henry,
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Mrs. Jim George, Mr. and Mrs.
Cartwright, Margaret
Lonnie
Ann Cartwright, Mr. and Mrs.
Douglas George, Doris and Danis
Allen George, Mr. and Mrs.
George French, Billy French,
Mrs. Preston Holloman, Mr. and
Mrs. J. R. George, Mr. and Mrs.
James Riley, David and Carlyn
Riley, C. L. George, Mr. aAd
Mrs. Curtis George, Mr. and Mrs.
John T. George, 'Marilu, Norma
Kay and Martha Ann George,
Mr. and Mrs. Randolph Brown,
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Williamson,
Mr. and Mrs. Boyce Wiliamson,
Bonnie Wiliamson, Mr. and Mrs.
Herschel Stephens, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs.
A. B.. McChesney and
Charlie Pidcock,

Lottie Moon Circle
The Lottie Moon Circle of the
First Baptist Church met at the
church Tuesday night, Aug. 2,
fot a pot-luck supper and regular meeting.
Mrs. W. E. Willis gave the de;otional and program, assisted
by Mrs. William Larkins and
Miss Mary Wilson Baker.
Present were Mesdames William Larkins, Cecil Smith, Robert Jacob, Claude Koltinsky, W.
E. Willis, Mina Tom Ryan, Alvin
Lisanby; Misses Mary Wilson
Baker, Gwen Booker and Melville Young. Mrs. Robert Nash,
the former Charline Prince, was
a visitor.
The next meeting will be held
at the home of Mrs. William
Larkins, N. Harrison street, in
September.

To My Friends:
any way you look alit. .:

I wish to express my heart-felt
thanks and gratitude for your vote
in the primary election.
I will appreciate your continued
support in the November election.

Mrs. Elsie Teague, Houston,
Tex., is visiting her cousin, Mrs.
Gus Lacy, and Mr. Lacy, Plum
street. Mrs. Teague was formerly Miss Essie Earl Phelps of
Princeton.
Mrs. Leo Coleman recentl&
spent the weekend with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Hiram
Farris, Sacramento, and other
relatives in Madisonville.

Again I thank you!

on YOU a Moordale Junior
looks good!
Take this cutaway junior jacketed
suit, for instance, with its smart new
tubular slit skirt ... of Lorraine
Lorsheen silky sheen gabardine with
its hand picked edges. Your favorite
fall wine, green, taupe, ginger, clay.
brown, charcoal grey and black.
Sires 7 to 15

$49.95
Remember, a Moordale Junior
is a site, not an age!
Shown Here Only One of the Many Styles Availzbit

USE OUR LAY-AWAY PLAN

Sincerely,
MITCHELL CLIFT

Boaz and children, Ann and
Berry, Evansville; Melvania Abell, Evansville; and Mr. Bernard Massie and son, Providence.

Princeton, Ky.

Did You Know That ...
young cosmopolite
by

Prespiration and dust soon soil light summer garments
and the heat makes them lose their press. It's difficult to look your best in soiled clothes.

Clean Clothes Are Cooler ...
Yes, actually they are. They "breathe" with more
free circulation of air that helps you keep cooler ...
A coat for you, the gal about town ...

makes you feel more comfortable.

to speed you on your fashionable way.. .

And Dry Cleaning
Is Inexpensive?

to gather compliments for you wherever you go.
The collar is mink-blended squirrel .. . soft and
flattering about your face. The coat is simply
tailored .

Besides keeping your garments clean and fresh, it

fashioned of fine venetian
broadcloth. Sizes 9 to 15. $79.00.

gives them longer life by removing the gritty particles
and other things harmful to fabric.
As advertised in HARPER'S BAZAAR

WAMORCHAM
Your Launderers, Dry Cleaners & Rug Cleaners

Exclusively ours

"Princeton's Finest Department Store"

(Pick-Up and Delivery Service)
Madisonville St.

Phone 2055
1M1
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r.and Mrs. Joseph C. Berry,
W. C. Williams and Mrs.
were in
Hubbard
on a.
of
Wednesday
Ind.,
,insvile,
week.
Atha Stallings left Saturtwo weeks with
r to spend
r sister, Mrs. W. R. Simons,
Ridge,
Mr. Simons, Oak
They will tour the Smoky
'.1,:ntains while she is there.
returned to
Mrs. Fred Taylor
. home on S. Seminary street
,.„-say after a month's visit
Mrs. A. K. Miller,
• 7.er sister,
race, Mrs. Carl Davenport,
•,;,,t, Okla. She was accom--
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paned home by Mrs. Davenport
and her son, Billy.
Miss Mary Wilson Baker left
Saturday for a vacation in Canada. From Detroit, she will take
a lake cruise, visiting Toronto
and Montreal, then up the St.
Lawrebee to Quebec, returning
by Buffalo and Niagara Falls.
She was accompanied on the trip
by Miss Pollyanna Orange, of
Dawson Springs.
Aubrey Childress Louisville,
spent last week-end with his
mother, Mrs. W. W. Childress,
Eagle street.
Orbie
Mitchell,
Frankfort,
spent last week with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Hyland
Mitchell, Highland Avenue.

To My Friends In
Caldwell County:
I wish to thank those who supported me in the
recent primary and to those who chose to vote
for my opponents, I have no ill feelings. I only
trust that the Democratic party will lead to victory
in the November Election.

Hyland Mitchell

Velormne

Mr, and Mrs.. II. R. Taylor,
Highland Avenue, were recent
visitors of her sister, Mrs. H.
A. Keavh, and Mr. Keach, Hopkinsville.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Ratliff
will leave today for Stockton,
N. J., for a visit.
Mr. L. E. Babcock and daughter, Jane, of Oklahoma City,
Okla., arrived Saturday for a
visit with Mrs. Berdle Moore,
Mrs. Dixie Vivian and Mr. and
Mrs. Willard Moore and family.
Mrs. Babcock, who has been
spending the summer with her
sister and mother, Mrs. Moore
and Mrs. Vivian, respectively,
will return home with them.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Ratliff
spent Monday in Evansville.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Granstaff
and little son, William Frank,
Kansas City, Mo., are spending
seven weeks with his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Granstaff.
Mr. Granstaff is a student at
Kansas City Art School.
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Fielder,
Detroit, Mich., have been visiting relatives on the Dawson
Road. This week they are the
guests of Mr. Fielder's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Brady Fielder,
Burns, Term.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Boyd
and granddaughters, Charlotte
and Anita Lou Wright, Pikeville,
have returned home after a visit
to Mrs. Boyd's sisters, Mrs.
Myrtle Pickens and Mrs. Gus
Lacy, and Mr. Lacy.
Mr. and Mrs. K. R. Cummins
and daughter, Wanda, are vacationing at Colorado Springs, Col.
Mrs. Agnes Farris, Sacramento,
is visiting her sister, Mrs. Leo
Coleman.

Q.4 .2ine

empioleeA 741Kci
We invite you to our store when in need of footwear for men, women
children.
You will find in our store brand names that you know and like.
vailatee.

FOR MEN
Florsheim
Freeman
Crosby Square
Fortune
Parkway
Priced from $5.50 to $15.95
A Widths to EEE

MEN'S WORK SHOES
AND BOOTS
Friedman Shelby
Stotler
Thorogood
Priced from $3.95 to $13.95

I FOR WOMEN
Paradise
Vitality
Selby Styl-eez
Nisley
Jacqueline
Natural Poise
Connie
Clinic and Lazy Bones
Paris Fashion
Priced from $2.98 to $12.95
AAA to EEEE

FOR CHILDREN
Mrs. Day's
Happy-Go-Lucky
Jumping Jack
Red Goose
Story Book

The Cobb Homemakers Club
ment Tuesday, Aug. 2, at the
home of Mrs. Clyde Wood. Nine
members were present.
Mrs. One Bryant, vice-president, presided in the absence of
the president. Homes in which to
meet the coming year wer,e decided and plans were discussed
for a picnic to be held on the
lawn of the home of Mrs. Jack
F'Pool.
The lesson was on international affairs.
Members present were Mesdames Herman White, John
Dunn, Otis Smiley Earl Wood,
Percy Pierce, Elijah Lamb, Rudolph Morris, One Bryant and
Clyde
Wood. Visitors were
Misses Ann Morris, Linda Plercy,
Ida Lou Lamb and Joyce Wood.

Bethany
The Bethany
Homemakers
Club met Friday, July 22, at the
home of Mrs. Herbert Jenkins.
Mrs. Clarence Nichols, president,
presided.
Mrs. Jenkins gave the devotional and Mrs. Fred Easley presented the thought for the month.
Miss Wilma Vandiver, home demonstration agent, reported on
her trip to the national home
economics convention. A short
talk was given by Miss Maxine
Garrigan, assistant home demonstration agent.
Members present were Mesdames Dewey Jenkins, Fred Easley, Willis Traylor, Elmer Jenkins, Clarence Nichols, Leo Coleman, and Herbert Jenkins, Visitors were Misses Wilma Vandiver and Maxine Garrigan, Mrs.
Betty Goodaker and Billy and
Jimmie Nichols.

NEW FALL STYLES ARRIVING DAILY

HUMMING BIRD NYLON HOSE
Extra Sheer 15 Denier..$1.35

1 2 to 11
New Fall Shades Sizes 8/

OUR STORE WILL BE OPEN THURSDAY
EVENINGS FOR YOUR SHOPPING
CONVENIENCE...CHECKS CASHED

SHOE

PRINCETON SHOE COI x,=
(DOLLAR BROS.)

I want to thank all who supported me in the
primary election and to express my appreciation
for the splendid vote by which I have received the
nomination for tax commissioner of Caldwell
County.

To Return From School
C. T. Pollard, superintendent
of city schools, and Russell Goodaker, principal of Eastside Grade
School, will return home next
week from Columbia University,
New York, N. Y., and the University of Kentucky, Lexington, respectively.

To those who saw fit to vote for my opponent:
I have only the kindest regard for you in the exercise of that privilege.

Condition Improved
Tommy, 12, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Lacey, Mary
street, is confined to a wheel
chair as a result of a severe leg
cut, he received in a fall. His
condition is improved, his mother
said Wednesday. Fourteen stitches were taken.

I appreciate the fair and honest manner in
which my opponent's race was conducted. I want
to assure you that my campaign will be conducted
on the same high level as it has been so far;and I
wish at this time,to ask the support of all the voters in the November election.

Clarence MeGary Goes
Back To Federated
Clarence McGary, formerly
employed at the Federated Store,
returned to the store to assume
the duties of salesman last week,
Mrs. C. F. Engelhardt, manager,
announces. Mr. B. Walrond has
left Federated to accept a new
position, she added.

Sincerely,
FLOYD D. YOUNG

Mr. and Mrs. William Hogan
and Mr. and Mrs. Scott Fielder,
Detroit, Mich., were at Mammoth Cave Wednesday
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Reports which required no official action were read and some
bills approved at Monday night's
council meeting. No other business could be transacted because
there was not a quorum, Mayor
W. L. Cash said. Parking meter
collections for the week totaled
$194.75. Receivable accounts for
July in the water department aggregated more than $4,700. Reports showed more than 118,000
pounds of rock were placed on
streets during July, and 1949 tax
collections for the Geolge Coon
Library exceeded $900
that
month.
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Condition Of Mrs. Day
Reported Improved
The condition of Mrs. A. P.
Day is much improved, it was
reported Wednesday. Mrs.Day has
been confined to her home on
Hppkinsville street the last five
weeks.
ugh Cherry, Dawson Nichols
and James Catlett are to leave
Thursday, Aug. 11, on a twoweek fishing trip to Canada. The
group made reservations to stay
at Doug Hooks Camp, located
near Konora, Canada.
A picnic on the lawn at the
home of Mrs. Byrd Guess Friday night will be the August
meeting of Fredonia Valley
Homemakers Club. Mrs. Arlie
Vinson is co-hostess:

the joys of this glorious new
Tway of cooking.of Not
only do the new, autoHAT'S Only One

matic electric ranges make it unnecessary for you
to rush home in the middle of the afternoon to
start dinner — they give you.a multitude of other
benefits as well.

We wish to express our heartfelt thanks to the many friends
and neighbors for their words of
comfort and the many kindnesses rendered in the passing of our
beloved one, T. C Pryor.
The lovely floral offerings, the
untiring services of Dr. B. K.
Amos, the consoling words of the
Rev. John R. Flynn, those rendering the sweet music and the
kind services of the Morgan's
will ever be remembered.
May God bless each and every
one of you is our prayer.
Wife and Children
Mother and Father
Brothers and Sisters

Correction
The amount paid John Hackett,
according to the financial statement of Princeton City Schools,
should have read, ;2,730.38 instead of $2,730.97 as was published last week.
Rev. and Mrs. Archie Smith,
Cincinnati, 0., were guests last
week of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Miller. Rev. Mr. Smith formerly preached at the Cumberland
Presbyterian Church here.

FITTING

START YOUR SAVING
WAYS FARO( DV SLUM
YOUR CERTIFIED
LDINOX DEALER
ECONOMICAL,CLEAN.
DEPEHDADLE HEAT.

ily!a

To My Friends:

Reports Are Read
At Council Meeting

WHAT DID
THE SCOTC14 M AN
SAY TO HIS
SON?

FITTING

The Litchfield Kindergarten,
taught by Mrs. Louis Litchfield in
her home at 803 W. Main street,
will take children both 4 and 5
years old this year, instead of
merely the 5-year-olds, Mrs.
Litchfield said. The kindergarten
will open Tuesday, Sept. 8. Hours
are 8:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.,
Monday through Friday. The program includes songs, stories,
handwork and directed play.

Card Of Thanks

Priced from $1.50 to $5.95

Sheer 30 Denier ... $1.15

Mr. and Mrs. H. Y. Ather- I ward, Albuquerque, N Max., Atherton's sister, Mrs
ton and sons, Tommy and Ed- were the weekend guests of Mr. Mohon, and Mr. Mohon.

Kindergarten
Homemakers News ToLitchfield
Take 4-Year-Olds
Cobb
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Electric cooking is so-o-o clean. There's no
flame to smudge your pots and pans, no grime to
settle on walls and curtains.
Electric cooking is fast. Five-position burners
let you cook at any speed you like.

Here's the
Cooking Center You Want!
... Of Course, It's Electric!
Kitchen work speeds up when you plan work space and
storage space around the preparation, cooking, and dishwashing centers. Build your cooking center around the
range, with work tops on which to set serving dishes and
pots and pans, shelves and drawers for the utensils you

Electric cooking is automatic. Just set the dials
for the time you want the oven to turn on and
the length of time the food must cook. While
you're away from home or doing other things
around the house, the oven comes on, cooks your
food to the exact minute, then shuts off
Electric cooking costs little. Our average electric range user cooks for about $2.50 a month—
less than 10 cents a day for the average family.

ee The All-Eleetrie Kitchen
At Year Dealer's

need at the range.
You don't have to remodel the whole kitchen at once.
Install your "centers" one at a time, as you can afford them.
You'll find that each will leave you with less work to do,
more time for leisure.

If your electric range is more than five years obi,
your cooking costs will be greater than with a new
model. The rww electric ranges are marvels of econway, with speedier heating, many new features.

roe
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'Princeton's Oldest and Largest Shoe Store"
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100 Displays Of
Merchandise To
Be At State Fair
Nearly 100 manufacturers and
merchants from Kentucky and
throughout the Nation are making preparations to display hundreds of thousands of dollars in
merchandise at the Kentucky
Slate Fair, September 11-17.
State Fair Manager George E.
Lambert said today that most
of the exhibitors who have

HO PKINSVILLE

wicarson
Women's Wear
"Not More, But Better Merchandise"
exclusively yours
(Incorporated)

shown at the State Fair previously would be back and that
a number of new exhibitors had
made space reservations for the
46th annual exposition.
The display centers are to be
in the general vicinity of the
newly rebuilt grandstand with
30 of the booths to be under the
grandstand itself. Others are to
be under canopies, brightly colored and brilliantly lighted and
decorated.
In addition to those displays,
floats and displays in the opening day parade will be parked
in the infield in front of the
grandstand during the entire
Fair Parade partiCipants will
construct their displays of durable material which will withstand weather for the week. In
order to assure safety for exhibitors, the State Fair will pr.vide guards to prevent thAt
cnd vandalism to any of the exhibits.
While much of the merchandise display will be taken by
farm equipment manufacturers
and distributors, many items for
home and industral use will be
among the displays.
Among the novel exhibits will
be a minature farm, complete
with divers electric appliances
and built to scale. This project
s AC.INIS (OP

Clipper
IONC, DISTANCE MOVING

UK Arts Building
Nears Completion

Itnthui Citil•Irett Aided by U.N.

Schedule for completion by the
beginning of the fall term Sept.
12, is the University of Kentucky's 'new Fine Arts building,
the first permanent classroom
building constructed at U. K.
since before the war. The Ushaped, red brick structure will
provide a permanent home for
the Departments of Art and
Music, all speech and drama
classes, and Guignol theatre. In
addition to class rooms and offices the building contains music
and art studios, central library,
rehearsal rooms, art gallery, and
a practice theatre.

UK Professor Is Author
Dominic Fucci, :Jugging catcher-outfielder of the University
of Kentucky baseball team, last
week was named to the first an.
nual college All-American squad
by the American Association of
College Baseball Coaches. The
husky Wildcat backstop finished the season with a .459 batting
mark, highest average compiled
by any member of the mythical
All-America nine. Fucci, who
hails from New Village, N. J.,
led this year's UK team to first
place in Eastern Division of the
Conference and
Southeastern
to the finals of the NCAA Third
District tournament at Charlotte,
N. C.

was more than a year in construction and shows the various
Contact
ways in which farmers may use
JAMES D. MASHBURN
electricity to their economic adPrinceton, Hy.
Phone 2016
vantage.
Another new exhibitor will
be a trade school which specenter which will have the results of events judged shortly
after the event is completed.
news coverage of the events at
the Fair. The _news is to furnish reporters from a main news
so are being made to facilitate
Agarquax jo Aassnput °pea aq,/,
-tracuatadaa pue saagew 3toola
also will be well represented
with demonstrations of actual
broadcasts by using direct lines
and recordings. Studios will be
provided for these demonstrations. Elaborate arrangements al2063
cializes in training watch and

Arnold Ligon Truck Line

A young street musician plays to a cafe on a Naples plume, while
his crippled "partner" collects the money. Sights such as this one
are common in postwar Italy, where lack of proper food and treatment is turning many youngsters into professional beggars. To counteract this situation, the United Nations International Children's
Emergency Fund (UNICEF) is now providing meals, clothing and
medicine to almost 1,000,000 children and expectant mothers. UNICEF Ls also inoculating millions of Italians against tuberculosis.

The British Commonwealth

By Herman R, Allen
Washington—Much is heard
these days of the British Commonwealth, especially of how
Great Britain has called on other
members of the Commonwealth
to help It out of its financial
difficulties. Does "Britsih Commonwealth" mean the same as
Empire?" Generally
"British
speaking, it does. However, the
Encyclopedia Britannica points
out that many of the colonies
Dial
and protectorates, while parts of
the empire, participate in the afPrinceton, Ky.
fairs of the commonwealth only
Babe Ruth struck out more theroetically. The empire (or
times than any other battr dur- commonwealth) consists of:
ing his major league career1. The United Kingdom—
1,330 times.
England, Wales, Scottland, NorthTy Cob played more major ern Ireland, the Isle of Man and
league games than any other the Channel Islands. The first
player-3033 games.
three alone are properly known
as Great Britain, or just Britain,
•but that term is commonly used
to mean the entire United Kingdom, or "U. K."
2. The dominions— Canada,
Australia, New Zeland, South
The Kentucky Renderiny Works will pick
Africa, India, Pakistan and Ceylon.
up your dead stock promptly, free of charge
3. Two self-governing colonies, Malta and Southern Rhodesia.
and on sanitary trucks which are disinfected
There is a movement to make
the latter a dominion.
daily. We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call
4.. Colonies "not possessing
responsible government" comWe pay all phone charges.
monly called crown colonies.
Some of them are North Borneo,
Basutoland in Africa, Bermuda,
Hong Kong and Cyprus.
5. Protectorates. These are
practically the same as colonies,
Phone 3698
Princeton, Ky.
but they are not "annexed" to
the British crown and their inhabitants are not British subI BLOCK P1011714 OG BUTL/f1 91611
jects. They include mostly such
African spots as Uganda and
Northern Rhodesia.
6.. Protected states. These are
native states like Sarawak and
Zanzibar. They have been taken
over but more or less allowed
to run themselves.
The U. K. holds joint rule with
Egypt over the Anglo-Egyptain
Sudan and with France over the
new Hebrides Islands in the Pacific. Britain, Australia and New
Zeland are "protecting powers"
under the United Nations of certain islands in the Pacific and
areas in Africa. These are former German and Japanese territories. Neither the "condominiums" nor the UN protectorates
are considered as parts of the
British Empire.
The British began to stretch
their lines of empire overseas
in 1583 when Sir Humphrey GilGood health is everyone's job. Yours . . .
bert took possession of Newfoundland. In succeeding cento see to it that illness at home receive proper
uries, right up to 1909, when
•

Pasteurized
DAIRY PRODUCTS
PRINCETON CREAMERY

Dead Stock
WANTED

KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS

bits of India were taken in, the
empire expanded by small pieces
and large pieces the world over.
Some of these pieces developed a pace and eventually began
to make their own weight felt
One of them (guess which?) got
so chesty it broke away entirely in 1776. Several of the larger
were self-sufficient enough to
gain what is called dominion
status. The first of these was
Canada in 1867. New Zeland became a dominion in 1870, Australia in 1900 and South Africa
in 1909.
The United Kingdom and the
dominions are defined in the
1931 Statute of Westnlinister as
"autonomous communities within
the British Empire equal in
status,, in no way subordinate
one to another kri any aspect of
their domestic or external affairs, though united by a common allegiance to the Crown and
freely associated as members of
the British Commonwealth of
Nations."
The dominions, in other words,
are not constitutionally obliged
to come to the aid of Great
Britain in its financial crisis—
but it is almost unthnkable that
they would not.
Wth all the other elements of
the empire, the British Information Service says, it would be
as unlikely—but the underlying
situation is different. If it should
be necessary, the colonies and
protectorates could be compell-

Seven orchards in as many different communities in Bell county were given two spray applications by the Bell Ili 4-H Club.
After applying 1,000 pounds
of muriate of potash on four
and seven tenths acres of alfalfa Walter Langford of Mercer
county harvested more than 10
tons of hey from the first cutting.
Five new ponds were built in
Rowan county in one month, two
of the largest being on the farms
of J. C. Wells and Glennis Farley.
Thirteen 4-H'ers in Jefferson
county who received Tennessee
Beauty strawberry plants in
1948, returned 3,200 plants this
year to be given to other club
members.
The 1948 tobacco crop brought
Carter county growers ;1,409,021.
Between 800 and 1,000 acres
of corn along the Salt River in
Bullitt county were destroyed or
damaged by flood waters.
Eighty-two farmers in Mason
county for the first time used
2,4-D for weed control.
In Green county about 4,000
acres of corn were lost in June
floods, and 4,000 acres damaged.
More than 500 Estill county
farmers used 400 or more pounds
of fertilizer an acre on corn
this year.
In Fayette county a total of
1,892 garments were made by
homemakers at an estimated
savings of $7,202.
Charles Prewett, 4-H'er in
ed, almost without exception, to
take such economic steps as
London directed. A posible exception, the British Information
Service says, is Southern Rhodesia, which might balk and balk
successfully
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prescriptions precisely as ordered.
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STOMACH SUFFERERS
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GET AMAZING RELIEF
HARVEY STOMACH
The
TREATMENT goes further
than most stomach treatments
on the market today. It is mad*
up of four different medicines.
One of the main ingredients is
belladonna.
We guarantee this wonderful
medicine to relieve ulcer pain,
and that acid, gassy, belchy,
nervous and lack of pep feeling. Compare its price with
other stomach preparations.
Start this treatment today —
there is no need to suffer. Ask
your druggist for Harvey Tablets. SOLD ONLY AT
WOOD DRUO STORE

We Do All
met1,41
cal Work on( Ars and
!rutin..

B. F. DILLINGHA) is dub

AND PRIDE —
OUR PATRONS MUST

BE SAT/SF/ED!"
My
$uPP°
electi •

Walker's Drugs & Jewelry
mat 3211
MULEHIDE CORDUROY SHINGLES
IDULEHIDE ROOF COATING, 5 gal. lots
CASEIN PAINT
ASPHALT TILE, 9x9 blocks, each.....
WALLPAPER per single roll
STANDARD ROCK WOOL BATTS, per foot

Tru
same
remai

If phone No. 2217 will
call this office by Saturday noon they will
receive 1 qt. of Warren's 4-hr. Enamel.

INCREASES FARM NAM
Increased soil fertility enables you
to grow bigger and
b•tut.crops o n ewer acres. Maintain
•phosphorus-ricks.
soil with
11A01 fertile
FOUR LEAP Pow.
dered Rock Mori
F1105 RATE phete.

MR per se
75c per re.
2.79 per ral
he up
INtip
tio

VWV

SPECIAL
UTILITY SHEAVING, per hundred hoard feet....$431
This dry and dressed lumber in pine and hardwoods

FMA peroods emedo on its ee•
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VROLET

Fo
Of course you picked the car you
like best—it's Chevrolet, the car
America likes best. So stick to your
guns! Don't accept a car that gives
you less.
Surely, you'll agree it would he
foolish to pass up all those years
and miles of driving pleasure ...

ON TNI AIR!
Hew 1,. Na/lonal Floats
AU-AMERICAN SOAP BOX
FROM D
OWNS, AKRON, 01410
SUNDAY AFTIRNOON, AUGUST 14
CIS NITWORK
anDtk
\I• local CRS Station
Stkedula lot the Time

all those tine car featurcs . . . all
the power and economy that comes
with Chevrolet ownership.
So hold out for the best and get
your sure reward of unmatched
driving satisfaction. Make America's
choice your choice. . . . Choose
Chevrolet for the most beautiful
buy of all!

B
Big
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Sizes

Marion

Established 1907
Phone 2441

New
Patte
fahri

It pays
to get these
EXTRA VALUES
exclusive to
Chevrolet
In its fleldl

WORLD'S CHAMPION
VALVI-IN-HIAD INOINI

FISHER UNISTIEL
BODY CONSTRUCTION

5-INCH Wit:MI-RAW WNW
ilIS
PLUS LOW-PRISsuRI

EXTRA ECONOMICAL TO
OWN—OPERATE—MAINTAIN

LONGEST, HEAVIEST CAR IN
ITS FIELD with MOIST TRIAD

CURVED WINOSNIILD
writ% PANORAMIC VIS11110

CENTIR-POINT STEERING

CIRTI-SAPI
HYDRAULIC BRAKES

FISHIR RODY
STYLING AND LUXUIT
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For over 40 years we
have stayed and paid
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Not for a day but for
all time.
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Car and Delivery
Call 2408 to Get Your

Prescriptions A
Specialty

GET WELL ...
STAY WELL .

attention.

Yachtsman find that stuinietia
steel Insect screens last Indefinitely because of their high resistance to salt air corrosion.
Jack rabbits derive their name
from their long donkey-like ears.
- - -Perry county, in 12 months made ,
a net profit of $221 on his flock I
of 311 New Hampshire chickens.
Vigo wheat, brought into Hick.
man county for the first thine
in 1948, is proving to be one of
the outstanding crops of small
grains grown there.

t

Phone 2585
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"I t:(
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THE PRINCETON LEAWER, PRINCETON. KENTUCKY

Ky., tackle, achieved the coveted
M.7„11
,
selection on the Associated Press
first team in 1942. The honor
also would give impetus to the
re-building efforts being administered to the Kentucky forces
by Coach Paul (Bear) Bryant.
In three seasons under the
Big Bob
former Alabama Crimson Tide
tackle
Kentucky
pjfepound
star flankman, the Wildcats have
outstanding line- come a long way in their
climb
Re of the
Southeastern Con- out the SEC football doldurns
s the
prove
and the inspiration of the potenlast season, may
"missing link" in the tial All-American candidate is
he
Wildcats' progression being counted on to push the
b.,0s
higtime-foothall Bryant men into contending
Poup the
sition on the Southeastern gridby
substantially
iron scene.
A up
Gain's hid for All-American
on numerous- 1948
'II
by honors is certain to be
end honor teams and
looked
Aches' nomination as a upon favorably by all except
.sucto
likely
his
opponents
since the huge
"most
1949, the Weirton, W. West Virginian, barring a comto gain seri- plete reversal in form, is expects.o is evpected
Asideration on his bid for ed to take up where he left off
\Terican honors during his last season. During 1948, he was
the Wildcats named on the honorable men. season with
tion list of both the Associated
of the man-mountain Press and United Press AllLOFTY LANDING—A light ptane pnoted by Everette Haydock o
lacy tackle on the top my- American selections, gaining 63
San Francisco, crash landed in a tall pine tree near Union, S. C.,
honor squad of the nation points under the UP rating sysmark the first Wildcat tem. He was selected on Collier's trapping the pilot in the cabin 40 feet off the ground. Haydock is
since All-Southern team, achieved shown descending from his lofty perch after a power company
11 All-American
Johnson. famed Ashland, honorable mention on the same emergency crew pulled a nearby tree over to the craft so that the
pilot could grasp a limb and wiggle out to safety. He was unin4
,
AA A A A. A. A A A A,Adik
AAAAA A.A A A. jured except for a scratched elbow. (AP Wirephoto)

Bob Gain May
issing link'
Kentucky Team ,

To The Voters...
AND PEOPLE OF CALDWELL
COUNTY:

My sincerest thanks to you for the
support you gave me in the primary
election.

Trusting you will give me the
same support in the final election, I o
remain.
Your friend,

Glover Lewis
VVVVV

WI,'1111,11"1,IlestrAlle

rwoRtH Rpm):

magazine's AU-American list and
was a first team choice of SEC
coaches in their annual pre-season prediction on top conference
players last year.
The coaches' predictions failed
to hold up, however, in the final
balloting among Southern sportswriters to determine the unofficial All-SEC team for 1948. Despite a great showing all season
and
what many observers
thought was a display of superiority over Norm .Messerole, Tennessee tackle and rival for the
honor, when the two came face
to face, Gain was relegated to
the second team due principally
to the fact that the selections
were made before the all-important games of the final week of
the conference season.
The Atlanta Journal's weekly
poll to determine the "Player of
the Week" proved the inaccuracy
of the selection of Messerole over
Gain for the SEC berth when
the Kentucky tackle was voted
the weekly honor following the
Tennessee game on the basis of
his performance in helping the
Wildcats gain a "moral victory"
scoreless deadlock against the
highly favored Vols.
Although tipping the scales at
225 pounds and towering 6-3
the 20-year-old Kentucky junior
is one of the fastest and most
agile men in the Wildcat line.
His hard and agressive play

U. S. Students To Play
Ibsen In Norway
Oslo — (AP) — Twenty-four
American colored students will
perform
plays by Lbsen on
Norwegian stages next fall. An
invitation from the Norwegian
gvoernment was issued through
the Norwegian embassy in Washington.
Theatrical circles in Sweden
and Denmark have also shown
interest in the project, the Oslo
"Daily Aftenposten" said. Norwegian cultural attache Erling
Christophersen got the idea
when seeing students and faculty members of Howard University in Washington, D. C., perform "The Wild Duck."
Headed by Dr. Anne Cooke,
professor of dramatic art at Howard, the group expects receipts
to cover expenses in Norway,
and travelling expenses are
taken care of partly by the Norwegian government, partly by
private gifts.
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Kentucky Jobless
Payments Reach A
New Month High
Frankfoit, Ky.—Whale new unemployment in Kentucky decreased in July for the second
consecutive month as evidenced
.by a seven percent decline In
initial claims for jobless benefits,
total payments were up $90,000
to a new month high of $1,550,248, 0. B. Hannah, director, Division of Unemployment Insurance, Department of Economic
Security, reported today.
July was the second month
that total payments to Kentucky jobless increased over the
previous month and the fifth
month that benefit payments
under the state's job insurance
program topped the million dollar mark, he said.
The division reported last
month that it paid out $7,202,309
in jobless benefits during the
first 6 months of this year.
Hannah explained that the decline in new unemployment indicates a leveling off trend of
Kentucky industry, but the continued high rate of benefit payments evidences few returns to
old jobs or entry into new employment. Exhaustion of benefit rights and rehires of Kentucky workers are apparently
being offset by new claimants
and this has kept insured unemployment and total benefit
payments at a high level Hannah
said. He added that the average
weekly benefit payment for total unemployment in July was
$15.44, the same as in Jmc. The
fact that total payments were up
while fewer new claims were
filed, Hannah said simply reflects the backlog of claims
which during July were in a
full or near full month of benefit status.

THRILLING 8-DAY

MID-SUMMER

SALE!
Starts Friday,Aug.12...Shop EARLY!
SEE OUR SPECIALS ON:
Electric Irons

Rubber Floor Mats

Screw Drivers

Motor Oil

Batteries

Spark Plugs

Car Polishers

Bicycles

Seat Covers

Radios

Refrigerators

Washing Machines

Ammunition

Carpenter Tools

Car Mirrors

Tire Pumps

It is estimated that 100,000
species of plants would virtually
disappear if there were no bees.
One acre of sugar beets or
sugar cane produces 1,700,000
calories or about four times more
energy per acre than any other
food.
makes him a almost immovable
Pretzels were first made by a
barrier in the Bluegrass team's monk in southern
France in 610
forward wall and his vicious A. D.
tackling and blocking give opponents a had case of jitters. Besides his ability as a lineman,
Gain is a kicker and last season
was used extensively on kickoffs and in kicking points after
touchdown for placement.

Apakftm AND AGAIN AND AGAIN ...

l's PENNEY'S for

TID-s;H0i44

1

JOE P. WILCOX

TRADE IN YOUR OLD
LIVING ROOM FURNITURE
For one week starting today, Morgan's will allow you $30.00 on your old Living Room Suite (regardless of condition) on any new 2-pc. Living Room Suite purchased from this store.

BLUE

JEANS

Big MAC denims with
duty zipper fly—

heavy

$1.49
SCHOOL SHOES
Leather constructed where its
needed. These shoes can really
take it—

$2.98
ALL WOOL
SLIPOVERS
Popular t. les, colorful designs.
Sizes 8 to 16. only—

$3.98
SPORT SHIRTS
New color combinations and
Patterns of sanforired cotton
fabries--

$1.49
UNDERWEAR
s. UNDERSHIRTS
39c
49c
JIMMIE JEANS

Poe the juvenile, these
denims
*ear longer. Wire suspender
Amps—

$1.29

rev.

C.

:

OXFORDS
For the young man's style and
long wear these oxfords can't
be beat.

e'

•

•

$6.90

••T.W:,,T4.1

CORDUROY
COATS
Fine pinwales that are fully
rayon lined.

$13.75

Good looking and easy on your
pocketbook. 60% Rayon-40%
worsted. Enjoy Penney's tailored smartness at only—

$6.90
SWEATERS
Pure worsted, fine grade in the
popular turtle neck.

Ir

Cr. on old Suite
%

041
•

Allt dr

The amount you pay

•

PLAIDS FOR SUB-TEENS
Penney's answer to every high schooler's dream. Woven
plaids and Penney's price, Just—
$

2.98

Continuous waistband corduroys in best colors for fall.
Your school favorite for—

$5.90

These suites are covered in High Pile Velour. Rose or blue, hardwood trim in Walnut finish.
Couch opens into comfortable bed.

GIRLS' SWEATERS
All wool boxy cardidans, priced way-down low. Sizes 34
to 40--

Our Stock is Limited, Don't Delay

$ 3.9 8

$4.98
CORDUROY
SLACKS

8139.50
30.00
109.50

2 pc. Suite

•

4,7;

GABARDINE
SLACKS

BOYS' SHORTS

_

I

...--..en•smes•••%.dram•••••••••=./

FOR OLDER BOYS

—,XQso'clate Store

Home Owned — Home Operated by

Navings1
For Boys...

,

INESTptiN ,1110

BACK TO SCHOOL SHOES
Misses sport casuals and wedge heels. See Penney's new
styles for your new school year—

MORGAN'S

$2.98 and $3.98
43 Years of Dependable Service

TODDLERS' DRESSES

$1.98

•

Phones

Day 2035

Night 3495

Thur,,ilay, August

How To Get Along Well
With Junior's Teacher
By David Tayloi
Al' Newsteatures

11,1949

The wild pigs found on some of milk produced
every yur
Bahama islands are amphibious; the United Stales
would fill i
river
3,000 miles
they swim from Wand to island
long three ftt
deep and 40 feet
wide.
In search of food or to escape
The ice cap covering
huntsmen.
Is estimated tbe 5,00,7111
THE STORY OF MAPS, by
It's estimated that the quantity' think.
Lloyd A. Brown (Little, Brown;

Princetonian Is With
Eighth Army In Japan

Literary
Guidepost

Private First Class Paul E.
Thacher, of Princeton, is a member of Headquarters Eighth
Army Special Troops, stationed
in Yokohama, Japan. Upon arrival in Japan in January 1948
he was assigned to the Procurement Section of Special Troops.
Previously, he was stationed in
Korea with the 7th Infantry
Division.
Pfc. Thatcher was recently
placed on Detached Service to
the Eta Jima School Command
in Hiroshima, Japan to attend
the Adjutant General's Clerical
School for a period of eight
weeks.
His mother
Mrs. Rosetta
Thatcher, resides at the Hanberry Apartments, Princeton.

'clinical psychology at Harvard
University
$7.50)
Soon vacation time will be
In any school situation, child,
Men have been making maps
over. Once again parents will parents, teachers together form
since long before the dawn of
have to think of getting junior a triangle with the child occupyhistory but this, Author Brown
away to school.
ing the most important place at
assures us, is the first time anySome sensible advice for par- the apex. It is only as the lines
ents and children about getting of communication from one to
has lakep the trouble to
along with teachers just has another are kept open that good
write down the history of map
come to hand in the form of a work can be done, says Miss
making in one connected aclittle book to be published soon Washburn. There are many times
count.
by William Morrow & Com- in the course of his school life
It adds up to a lot of fascinatpany, New York
when a child stands in need of
ing, if detailed, reading as well
Entitled "Children-Know Their parents and teachers who are
as to a lot, of still too few, good
Friends," it is written by Ruth working together.
illustrations. And it makes one
Wendell Washburn, child study
Rarely do we find a child likpause to realize how very reexpert who is at present con- ing all of his teachers. Some he
cent the time is that man actualsulant in child development for will find to hard, other too easy.
ly has known where he's at.
several schools in MassachuWhen children bring home
The trouble with writing a
setts, psychologist of the New constant complaints about a blem, says Miss Washburn. To
history of maps is that in ancient
Hampshire Children's Aid So- teacher, parents can play an im- lend an overly sympathetic
times, even as today in many inear
ciety and research associate in portant part in meeting the pro- will only increase the child's
stances, maps were secret weaconviction that he has cause for
pons. The Phoenician who discomplaint. To turn a deaf ear
overed a new trade route promay make the child take his
bably mapped it—and kept the
next confidences elsewhere. Permap weighted with lead for
haps this child is not going to
quick disposal overboard in
have the pleasantest possible
ase he were captured by a rovwinter with that teacher but
ing Roman sea captain, Spanish
with the right kind of parental
and Portuguese governments of
comment he or she can have an
a later age followed similar
invaluable experience in human TO TRY CHANNEL SWIM—English Channel swim aspirants
olicies.
relations.
The trouble with making maps,
stand under flags of their respective nations in front of Dover,
In the course of his life, a child England, seaside hotel. In top background can be seen part of the
at only in ancient times but rewill work with a great many famous chalk cliffs of Dover. Left to right are: Mrs. Willi Croes
enfly was that sufficient precise
people with whom he does not Van Rijsel, of Holland, who failed in one attempt last month; nformation simply was not to be
ad: .
feel congenial. He is not really Philip Mickman, of England, who also failed in an attempt this
Theories on which good maps
in school for the purpose of year; Shirley May France, 16, of Somerset, Mass., and Etna Anould be drawn were worked out
liking his teacher, nice though derson, of Menmark, last of four to arrive in Dover for the atW. Main St.
y Greeks who calculated the
it is when he can. He is there be- tempt. (AP Wirephoto)
Phone 2441
ize of the world closely and
cause the teacher car. help him
Princeton, Ky.
Maiden No More
knew that latitude and longitude
to do the work which will lay
Laurel, Md.— (AP) —Miss were needed to locate cities and
the foundations of his education.
To finish the year's work should FIRST CHRISTIAN
Hunter Grattan, a nine-year-old eas exactly. Instruments to do
o were lacking. Ptolemy collectBible School, 9:45 o'clock.
be his first concern.
mare with a three-year-old colt
Worship Service, 11 o'clock.
the information available for
The school year has hardly
and a four-year-old daughter
CYF, 6 o'clock.
is great geographical work and
started before a teacher knows
at
now
the races, startled Laurel
that some of the children are
Raceway patrons recently by ap- his illustrators provided maps
hat were world standards for
going to need more attention PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
Old Madisonville Road, Rev pearing in a maiden race and nearly 1500 years. By then of
than others. Children are, howwinning
it
handily.
course they had long outlived
ever, keen observers and it will William E. Cunningham, pastor
The mare—without a racii.g
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
their usefulness even if most
be remarked at once if more of
record
in spite of her years—
Morning Worship 11:00 cm.
people didn't know it.
the teacher's time goes to one
.been
had
training
in
on
several
Young
People's
Service 8:00
Dutch and Flemish catogchild than to another. If a child
occasions but had never been
raphers reached a peak of arreports this to his parents they p.m.
able
stand
to
the
grind.
This
time
Evangelistic Service 7:30 p.m.
pistic map making but had to
can make it clear that there
Wednesday evening
prayer she stayed sound and copped the se their imaginations to fill
must be some reason. Such a
in
first win of her life.
service 7:00 p.m.
remendous gaps.
child, for example can be reSaturday, Evangelistic service
Then improved instruments for
ST. PAUL'S CATHOLIC,
minded that when he had the
7:00 p.m.
PRINCETON
easuring the angles of the
measles his mother paid more atYouth Fellowship, 6 p.m.
CHURCH OF THE IMMACU- stars above the horizon and for
tention to him than to the other
7:30 Evening Worship.
LATE CONCEPTION, EARL- ixing exact time came into bechildren—that things are always
Morning Worship, 11 a.m.
ng. It was possible at last to
INGTON
happening which make it necesFirst, third and fifth Sundays, eli.ninate the guess from geosary to spend more time now CENTRAL PRESBYTE
RIAN
Mass at 8 o'clock.
raphy—but only through unwith one child, now with an- SUNDAY
Second and fourth Sundays, remitting the painstaking toil
other. He will find that teacher
The way to financial independence
9:45
o'clock,
Sunday
School
and happiness is open to
hat still is going on.
Mass at 10 o'clock.
will be just as ready to help WEDNESDAY
you. The sooner you get started,
the quicker you'll begin
Holy Days, Mass at 7 o'clock.
him over a hump when he needs
7:30 o'clock, Midweek Service
reaping the benefits. All it takes is the
will ... and a simple,
OUTWOOD VETERAN'S HOSAn average mile of natural gas
her.
8:15 o'clock, Choir Praetice
practical plan. Our Personalized Financial
PITAL CHAPEL
ipeline costs about $100,000.
Service for Families
Even though' a child spends OGDEN METHODIST
and Individuals will gladly supply
First, third and fifth Sundays,
the plan . . . based on
part of his time at school, coo- Dr. Summers Brinson, Pastor
YOUR income, YOUR bills, YOUR problems
Mass at 10:30 o'clock.
eludes Miss Washburn, part of
and YOUR opporChurch School, 9:45 o'clock
tunities. This service is available to
Second and fourth Sundays,
it at home, his life is one life.
borrowers and non-borMorning Worship, 10:45 o'clock
rowers alike . . . without ceist or
While he is growing up, he and
obligation. Phone or come
Methodist Youth Fellowship, Mass at 8 o'clock.
in today for complete information.
Holy Days, Mass at 9 o'clock.
his parents and teachers work it 6 o'clock
Rev. William Borntraeger is
out together.
Evening Worship, 7 o'clock
Wednesday Evening Service, 7 pastor and the Rev. Richard
Clements, assistant pastor, at
Some Japanese say that their o'clock
these three churches.
practice of counting a baby as one
year old at birth is based on the FIRST BAPTIST
Peasant housewives in Italy and
H. G. M. Hatler, Pastor
idea that life begins at concepW. MARKET ST.
PHONE 2881
North Africa use fans to drive air
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
tion.
Princeton, Ky. lEORGE R. WOODRUFF, Mgr.
into crude charcoal stoves, there10:50 a.m. Morning Service
The number of U. S. forest
by fanning the flame to boil coffee
6:45 p.m. Training Union.
fires dropped 13 perccent during
or fry potatoes.
1948.
LEBANON BAPTIST
Because they were adopting the
(Rev. Z. Cannon, pastor)
western method for computing
Services held every second ages, every Japanese man,
woman
Saturday night at 7:30 o'clock and child will become from
one
and Sunday morning at 11 to two years younger the end
of
'clock.
this year.

FOR SALE!

We now have a number of houses
and lots for sale ... and several
farms.
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Kentucky's Honored Dead
of World War!!
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Please help to get all of lantucky').
honored dead on the memorial in
the
ncw Coliaseum at the University of
Kentucky. The names of both men
and women, who died while in the
Service, are needed. Please help;
no
one should be overlooked in the
state

Names to be used in the
Memorial in the new
University of Kentucky
MEMORIAL COLISSEUM
Use this coupon, write
you see fit, to the /tam(

C. A. Woodall
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INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE

At The Churches

10

THE SIGNAL'S GREEN
THE TRACK IS CLEAR
WHY WAIT ANOTHER
DAY OR YEAR ?

BaDdian

Name of Parents or Guardians.

A
mo

Address _

Names Cannot Be Used If Received After
Aug. 20, 1949
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gateMittie FINANCE CORPORATION OF KY

Hopkinsville

KEACHIS
AUGUST
FURNITURE
SALE

IT'S STORE WIDE
GREATER SAVINGS offered in our Big AUGUST SALE! Bargains throughout the entire store. You will be amazed at the bargains offered in QUALI----T-Y..turniture and floor coverings. Plan to make your visit soon. Remember,
YoU\can't lose by looking. Easy Terms Arranged.

FINAL
CLEARANCE
MEN'S SUMMER DRESS PANTS

$5.00 and $6.00
50GEROY
LADIES WHITE SANDALS AND DRESS SHOES

RUG and CARPET
SPECIALS!

SPECIALS!
10 pc. LIVING ROOM

9x12 AXMINISTERS
Reduced to $39.00
9 and 12 ft. BROADLOOM

OUTFIT
Complete for $149.00

Values to $4.95

Includes 2 pc. Sofa Bed Suite covered in new
Velour, choice of Wine or Blue.
Occasional ('hair, contrasted color.
2 matching End Tables
2 matching Table Lamps
Cocktail Table
Throw Rug
Magarine Basket

•

Special priced during Sale
from 54.85 sq. yd.
and up.
FREE Rug Cushion with any Room Size
Rug (selling or $50.00 or more)

VELVETY

Values to $8.95

$2.00 and $3.00

MEN'S .SUMMER DRESS SHOES

$5.00 and $6.00

Neu/icily and eoundly
41••idniiel of v•I••ty
Tooroy, th•
tile
lutist (hilt it in front,
all thit way, or not at
einel dee sh••th of•.Lit.
It et el, t•lisman dr••n,
ir•t•rnity
victory
Om'. Navajo rust. Simi
10-II

Values to $8.95
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The Exclusive Ladies' Store
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
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How To Get Along Well
With Junior's Teacher

Princetonian Is With
Eighth Army In Japan

The wild pigs fOUnd ott MAW
nite
PrS
i u(
Ni hama islands are amphibious; theInUtik
tsed
tes
ev
s/617
:
0 4%
1
they swim horn island to island river
Private First Class Paul E.
a3n0t1004011fielieeltiwlideng:
In search of food or to escape
Thaoher, of Princeton, is a mem
The ice cap covering thr"
ntsmen.
hu
MAPS,
STORY
by
THE
OF
is
estimated to be
bar of Headquarters Eighth
By David Taylor
5,000
clinical psychology at Harvard
It's_ estimated that the quantity think.
Lloyd A. Brown (Little, Brown;
Army Special Trodps, stationed
AP Newareaturea
University
$7.50)
Ver
in Yokohama, Japan. Upon arSoon vacation time will be
In any school situation, child,
Men have been making maps
By Fr
over. Once again parents will parents, teachers together form rival in Japan in January 1945
Please help
siewstesstu
since long before the dawn of
have to think of getting junior a triangle with the child occupy- he was assigned to the Procurefurnish the names of
N. J
away to school.
history but this, Author Brown
ing the most important place at ment Section of Special Troops.
Some sensible advice for par- the apex. It is only as the lines Previously, he was stationed in
free
assures us, is the first time anyoe
jit
o
ents and children about getting of communication from one to Korea with the 7th Infantry
ths !As dogg
body has taken the trouble to
along with teachers just has another are kept open that good Divisien.
write down the history of map
.11,eets Ezza
Pfc. Thatcher was recently
come to hand in the form of a work can he done, says Miss
making in one connected acIsp, version
little book to be published soon Washburn. There are many times placed on Detached Service to
count.
_ weigh
by William Morrow & Com- in the course of his school life the Eta Jima School Command
It adds up to a lot of fascinatHiroshima
in
Japan
,
attend
to
Please help to get all of Kentucky't
pany, New York
worries
when a child stands in need of
1.4,dit
,
ing, if detailed, reading as well
Entitled "Children-Know Their parents and teachers who are the Adjutant General's Clerical
honored dead on the memorial in
side park
few,
good
lot,
still
too
to
of
as
a
the
School for a period of eight
Friends," it is written by Ruth working together.
'though Cl'
illustrations, And it makes one
new Colisseum at the University
weeks.
Wendell Washburn, child study
of
Rarely do we find a child likover Jerse
realize
pause
how
very
to
reHis mother
Mrs. Rosetta
expert who is at present con- ing all of his teachers. Some he
Kentucky. The names of both
vac
'Louis'
men
cent the time is that man actualsulant in child development for will find to hard, other too easy. Thatcher, resides at the Hanred i1 th
and women, who died while in
known
ly
where
has
he's
at.
berry
Apartment
s,
Princeton
the
several schools in Massachu.
National
When children bring home
The trouble with writing a
Service, are needed. Please help; no
setts, psychologist of the New constant complaints about a
crown, the
blem, says Miss Washburn. To
history
that
maps
Is
of
ancient
in
Hampshire Children's Aid So- teacher, parents can play an imone should be overlooked in the
lend an overly sympathetic ear
• be fighti
times, even as today in many inciety and research associate in portant part in meeting the
pro- will only increase the child's con947 when
stances, maps were secret weastate.
Yankee
viction that he has cause for
pons. The Phoenician who disAug. 10.
complaint. To turn a deaf ear
covered a new trade route prot was t
may make the child take his
bably mapped it—and kept the
Names to be used in the
,ch was aw
next confidences elsewhere. Permap weighted
with lead for
haps this child is not going to
Memorial in the new
quick disposal overboard in
have the pleasantest possible
case he were captured by a rovUniversity of Kentucky
winter with that teacher but
ing Roman sea captain. Spanish
MEMORI
with the right kind of parental
AL COLISSEUM
and Portuguese governments of
comment he or she can have an
a later age followed similar
invaluable experience in human TO TRY CHANNEL SWIM—English Channel
swim aspirants policies.
Use this coupon, write or ‘%:,
relations.
stand under flags of their respective nations in front of Dover,
The trouble with making maps,
MARK Cu
In the course of his life, a child England, seaside hotel. In top background can be seen
you
see fit, to the name at tl
part of the not only in ancient times but reComplete In
will work with a great many famous chalk cliffs of Dover. Left to right are:
Mrs. With Croes cently was that sufficient precise
111 W.
torn of this message.
people with whom he does not Van Rijsel, of Holland, who failed in one attempt last month; information simply was not to be
feel congenial. He is not really Philip Mickman, of England, who also failed in an attempt this had.
in school for the purpose of year; Shirley May France, 16, of Somerset, Mass., and Elna AnTheories on which good maps
Name of Person
liking his teacher, nice though derson, of Menmark, last of four to arrive in Dover for the at- could be drawn were worked out
W. Main St.
tempt.
(AP
Wirephoto
it
)
is when he can. He is there bePhone 2441
by Greeks who calculated the
Date of Death....._
cause the teacher can help him
_
size of the world closely and
Princeton, Ky.
Maiden No More
to do the work which will lay
knew that latitude and longitude
How Life Was Lost
the foundations of his education.
Laurel, Md.— (AP) —Miss were needed to locate cities and
To finish the year's work should FIRST CHRISTIAN
Hunter Grattan, a nine-year-old seas exactly. Instruments to do
Bible School, 9:45 o'clock.
be his first concern,
mare with a three-year-old colt so were lacking. Ptolemy collectWorship Service, 11 o'clock.
The school year has hardly
and a four-year-old daughter ed the information available for
Name of Parents or Guardians
CYF, 6 o'clock.
started before a teacher knows
now at the races, startled Laurel his great geographical work and
that some of the children are
his
illustrator
s provided maps
Raceway patrons recently by apgoing to need more attention PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
that were 'world standards for
Old Madisonville Road, Rev pearing in a maiden race and nearly 1500
than others. Children are, howyears. By then of
winning it handily.
Address
ever, keen observers and it will William E. Cunningham, pastor
The mare—without a racing course they had long outlived
Sunday
School
9:45
a.m.
be remarked at once if more of
their
usefulness
even
if most
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. record in spite of her years— people
the teacher's time goes to one
didn't know it.
Young People's Service 6:00 had been in training on several
child than to another. If a child
Dutch and Flemish catogoccasions but had never been
We wu
reports this to his parents they P.m.
Names Cannot Be Used If Received After
able to stand the grind. This time raphers reached a peak of arEvangelist
ic
Service
7:30
p.m.
can make it clear that there
pers.
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and
map
making
but
had
to
Wednesday evening
Aug. 20, 1949
prayer she stayed sound and copped the use their imaginati
must be some reason. Such a
ons to fill in
incompet
first win of her life.
service 7:00 p.m.
child, for example can be retremendous gaps.
Please send information
Saturday, Evangelistic service
ST. PAUL'S CATHOLIC,
minded that when he had the
Then improved instruments for
7:00 p.m.
The sa
PRINCETON
measles nis mother paid more atmeasuring the angles of the
Youth Fellowship, 6 p.m.
CHURCH
tention to him than to the other
stars
OF
above
THE
IMMACUthe
Franklin
horizon
and
for
7:30 Evening Worship.
LATE CONCEPTION, EARL- fixing exact time came into bechildren—that things are always
University of Kentucky
Morning Worship, 11 a.m.
I extngtoti, Hy
INGTON
happening which make it necesing. It. was possible at last to
This p
sary to spend more time now CENTRAL
First, third and fifth Sundays, eliminate the guess from geoPRESBYTERIAN
tique
fur
Mass at 8 o'clock.
with one child, now with an- SUNDAY
graphy—but only through unThis advertisement is sponsored by
several
•
Second
other. He will find that teacher
remitting
and
fourth
The way to financial independence
the
Sundays,
painstaki
ng
9:45
toil
o'clock, Sunday School
and happiness is open to
Mass at 10 o'clock.
will be just as ready to help WEDNESDAY
that still is going on.
you. The sooner you get started,
pieces of
the quicker you'll begin
Holy Days, Mass at 7 o'clock.
him over a bump when he needs
reaping the benefits. All it takes
7:30 o'clock, Midweek Service
is the will . . . and a simple,
in her fa
OUTWOOD VETERAN'S HOSher.
An average mile of natural gas
8:15 o'clock, Choir Preetice
practical plan Our Personalized
Financial Service for Families
PITAL CHAPEL
pipeline costs about $100,000.
Even though' a child spends OGDEN METHODIST
and Individuals will gladly
We in
supply he plan . . . based on
First, third and fifth Sundays,
part of his time at school, cop- Dr. Summers Brinson, Pastor
YOUR income, YOUR bills, YOUR
problems and YOUR opporMass
ceptiona
at
eludes Miss Washburn, part of
l
10:30
o'clock.
Church
School, 9:45 o'clock
tunities. This service is available
to borrowers and non-borSecond and fourth Sundays,
it at home, his life is one life.
Morning Worship, 10:45 o'clock
rowers alike . . . without cdst or
While he :is growing up, he and
obligation. Phone or come
Methodist Youth Fellowship, Mass at 8 o'clock.
in today for complete informatio
Holy Days, Mass at 9 o'clock.
his parents and teachers work it 6 o'clock
n.
Rev. William Borntraeger is
out together.
Evening Worship, 7 o'clock
Wednesday Evening Service, 7 pastor and the Rev. Richard
Clements, assistant pastor, at
Some Japanese say that their o'clock
these three churches.
practice of counting a baby as one
year old at birth is based on the FIRST BAPTIST
Peasant housewives in Italy and
idea that life begins at concepH. G. M. Hatler, Pastor
W. MARKET ST.
PHONE 2881
North Africa use fans to drive air
tion.
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
Princeton, K. lEORGE R. WOODRUFF, Mgr.
into crude charcoal stoves, there10:50 a.m. Morning Service
The number of U. S. forest
by fanning the flame to boil coffee
6:45 p.m. Training Union.
fires dropped 13 perccent during
or fry potatoes.
1948.
LEBANON BAPTIST
Because they were adopting the
(Rev. Z. Cannon, pastor)
western method for computing
Services held every second ages, every Japanese man,
woman
Saturday night at 7:30 o'clock and child will become
from one
and Sunday morning at 11 to two years younger
the end of
o'clock.
this year.

Literary
Guidepost

Kentucky's Honored Dead
of World War ll

FOR SALE!

F
INSU

We now have a number of houses
and lots for sale. .. and several
farms.

C. A. Woodall

INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE

A
mo

At The Churches

THE SIGNAL'S GREEN
THE TRACK IS CLEAR
WHY WAIT ANOTHER
DAY OR YEAR.?
13iiiDokervi

EZRA L. GILLIS

The Princeton Leader

FA '•

in Hopkinsville

KEACH'S
AUGUST
FURNITURE
SALE

IT'S STORE WIDE
GREATER SAVINGS offered in our Big AUGUST SALE! Bargains throughout the entire store. You will be amazed at the bargains offered in QUALITY furniture and floor coverings. Plan to make your visit soon. Remember,
You can't lose by looking. Easy Terms Arranged.

RUG and CARPET
SPECIALS!
9x12 AXMINISTERS
Reduced to $39.00
9 and 12 ft. BROADLOOM
Special priced during Sale
from $4.85 sq. yd.
and up.
FREE Rug Cushion with any Room Size
Rug (selling or $50.00 or more/

SPECIALS!
10 pc. LIVING ROOM
OUTFIT
Complete for $149.00
Includes 2 pc. Sofa fled Suite covered in new
Velour, choice of Wine or Blue.
Occasional ('hair, contrasted color.
2 matching End Tables
2 matching Table Lamps
Cocktail Table
Throw Rug
Magazine Basket

FINAL
CLEARANCE
Ta
MEN'S SUMMER DRESS PANTS

$5.00 and $6.00
Values to $8.95

VELVETY
50GEROY

LADIES WHITE SANDALS AND DRESS SHOES

$2.00 and $3.00
Values to $4.95

MEN'S SUMMER DRESS SHOES

45.00 and $6.00
%/ohm to $8.95

Roundly and soundly
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Worry Of Weight
ver For Lesnevich

jg

By Frank Eck

Bulldozers Used

Page Eleven

i Planned Kitchen
Gets Hi9h Praise

To Reclaim Land
Farm Agent Kenneth A. Brabant estimates that approximately 3,500 acres of waste land in

J, Neil memorial plaque for
his
Newsroaturs Sports EditOr)
Breckinridge county have been
contribution to boxing. It wait
J.,—Gus
Lesnevich
mit, N.
reClaimed
during tne past two
the yeer in which he stopped
years by bulldozing out trees.
De free of the big worry
Billy Fox in 10 rounds in his
filling gulches, plowing spreadt has dogged his career when
fourth title defense. And it was ing lime and phosphate
and
Charles
Ezzard
for
the
meets
the year in which he stopped seeding to pastures.
world
version of the
He cites the case of Herman
Melio Bettina's comeback in one
championship.
vr - weight
round and twice beat heavy- Dutschke, who recently reclaimed 100 acres which had been out
worries are over for the weight Tami Mauriello
.
Park Pole
Although Gus won the light of cultivation for many years.
With trees and bushes removed
augh Charles, recent win- heavy crown in 1941
when he
and gullies filled, Mr. Dutschke
..ver Jersey Joe Walcott for beat Anton Christoforidis,
a
plans tn use approximately 1,000
Ikui.s' vacated title, will bs hitch in the Coast Guard
and
, -ed in the first defense of the weight bugaboo forced him pounds of phosphate and two
tons of lime per acre. Then hetiztional Boxing Associa- to limit his champaig
n among
i. crown, the Cincinnati Negro the light heavies. Each time he will seed it to pasture.
y be fighting the Lesnevich put his title on the line
he was "When I finally got to weigh
1947 when the two square oft forced to scale down to the 175- him he
was 1761
/
2. He had to
Yankee Stadium, Wednes- pound limit.
walk around Hyde Park for an
10.
Aug.
"I weigh 186 pounds now," hour and it
v,
was London's hottest
was the year that Les- says Lesnevich "and will
come day in 45 years. Ask Fredie
was awarded the Edward in around 180 for the
Charles Fierro, his trainer."
WOODEN HORSE THROWS HOPE—Bob Hope thrown from a
fight. I fight best at that weight.
He walked around Hyde Park wooden
horse in a comedy scene at Paramount studio hits the
Making 175 pounds
was too for two hours," said Fierro. "I ground
like 0 veteran stunt-man would as the horse still totters in
FIRE
much."
know, I walked with him."
the background. Lucille Ball, who had been rocking Hope on
An example of how much ere
the
"And that fight in Cincinnati contraption, has ducked
INSURANCE
away and is out of the picture at right.
orgy Lesnevich drained out of with Joe
Maxim for which we Hope's in the hospital with a severely wrenched
back. (AP Wirehis system by making weight is got $35,000
and not $50,000, Gus photo)
best exemplified by the words of walked six
CALL 111
hours,"
says
Vella.
-,NiNGNAM, Agt
ARS
his chubby manager, Joe Vella. "Making the
weight has taken
r Ante Service
mple!
Gas-Treated Bed
"The day he lost to Freddie too much out of him.
trket St.
He's
Mills in London Gus said he 'through with the light
Has Fewer Weeds
heavyIn a test by Irvin Rice of Johnweighed 175 pounds but he hid weights."
the s..!ales on us" says Vella.
son county on the relative merits
For both the Mills and Maxim
Although a pressure cooker is of burning tobacco beds or treatbouts, Lesnevich weighed in officially at 174%. For his last a saver of time, fuel and energy ing them with methyl bromide,
fight with Mauriello he scaled for the housewife in canning
the latter treatment came out
180112 because his title was not and meal preparation, more than
ahead, reports Farm Agent Manat Stake. Lesnevich stopped one has confessed to Mrs. Pearl
uel B. Arnett. Each bed was 100
Mauriello in seven rounds in the Haak that her new equipment
by 9 feet in size.
Garden.
stands unused on the pantry
When the agricultural agent
Lesnevich oozes confidence as shelf due to fear of it.
visited the beds just before the
he goes through his paces at EhMrs. Haak, specialist in can- plants
were pulled, the one
San's training camp, a spot once ning from the College of Agritreated with methyl bromide had
known as Madame Beys where culture and Home Economics
only about a fifth as many weeds
such fighters as Max Schmeling, University of Kentucky, suggests
as the other. Neither had been
Primo Camera, Mickey Walker this method for housewives to
weeded. Plants from the burned
and Tony Galento prepared for familiarize themselves with the
bed set only about a half-acre
title bouts.
use of this valuable cooking while
those from the gas-treated
"I've seen Charles fight three and canning aid.
bed supplied three and a half
We will offer at auction the entire household
times," says Gus. 'I don't think
Put about a half-inch of water acres,
Mr. Rice plans to treat
and personal property of Mrs. Irene Callahan, an
he punches too hard but he in the cooker, then fasten the
another bed this fall.
punches
top
on
fast.
securely
I
hit
and place over
harder. If
r,competent.
opportunity knocks I'll go after the fire. Leave the petcock open
Bobby Jones attracted
the
it. At least you can say it'll be so that the steam will escape for
highest gate receipts—$53,319-The sale will take place at her residence on
a good fight because we both about seven minutes through its
at the Marion Cricket Club for
like to fight. I don't believe in small openings. Then close the the
Franklin street, just north of Market.
amateur championship when
hitting and running. I like to petcock and watch the dial hand he
was completing his grand
on
force
the
that
gauge
fghting. Charles is
go to 10 pounds. slam in 1930.
This property includes several pieces of anon that style, too. He'll have a Remove from fire, let the dial
A rolling mill that rolled into
tique furniture which lave been in her family few pounds on me
and is a few hand swing to zero, then open desired shapes was patented
by
several generations. Also included are many
inches taller. But outside of that petcock to let steam escape. Henry Cort of
England in 1783
Loosen
I
think
the
it's
cover,
a
good
lifting
match."
first
pieces of valuable chinaware whave also been
So does the International the far edge. Mrs. Haak sugin her family many years.
Boxing Club. It will be it's first gests that the housewife repeat
this practice process several
attraction in the big city.
We invite the public to see these articles of ex
Nobody connected with the times, until She can handle the
ceptional values.
fight
appears
worried
over cooker without fear.
With the canning season at its
Cincinnati promoter Sam Becker's threatened court action. height, the specialist emphasizes
Becker lost $40,000 on the Maxim the need of using a pressure
Committee for Irene Callahan
—Lesnevich
bout and
both cooker for canning all vegeagreed to a return fight in Cin- tables, except tomatoes, and
meats. It is also excellent for
cinnati on Sept. 19.
"We had to sign to get our daily use in preparing foods redough from Becker," says Vella. quiring long cooking such as
navy beans, cereals, stews, ham,
less tender cuts of meat and old
hens.

Auction Sale

Monday, Aug. 29, 1949

"It's the prettiest room in the
house," is what many visitors say
about the kitchen in the new
home of Mrs. Roy Watson in
Webster county. When she planned it, she consulted her home
agent, Mrs. Mary Jordan Morris, and then incorporated the
ideas she had learned in the Tilden Homemakers Club on kitchen planning.
The kitchen is L-shaped with
good work centers The mixing
Center next to the refrigerator is
three inches lower than the other
cabinets in order to provide a
comfortable 'height for mixing
operations. Metal lined drawers
provide storage for flour, meal
and sugar. A feature Mrs. Watson likes especially is the slidein tea-towel rack near the sink.
The walls of the kitchen are
soft yellow, cabinet tops are
covered with red linoleum and
the floor covering was a blending of red and yellow tones, The
two windows are framed by a
full ruffle trimmed in red. Cabinets have a natural wood finish.

Strawberries All
But Pay For Farm
The strawberry crop from one
and a half acres almost paid Jim
Harden of Knob Creek section in
Bullitt county for the 25-acre
farm he bought four years ago.
At that time, he paid $2,500 for
it. His net return for his berry
crop tibia year was $2,353.
Mr. Rarden set a new high record for berry production, said
Farm Agent H. E. Rothwell.
when he harvested 37 crates

Although the U. S. Amateur
golf championship was begun in
1895, the first American born
winner came in 1899 when Herbert M. Harriman
won the
crown.
Bob Feller holds the major
league record for the most strikeouts in a ganie—he whiffed 18.
from one acre. The berries sold
for an average of $7.94 a crate,
or a total of $2977.50. He had an
old half-acre patch also, bringing
the gross income to $3,200.

A Favorite Stop
At The Big Red Cooler

Preacher Raises Hogs
Rev. M. R. Ramey of Eddyville
community in Lyon county raised 22 head of hogs which averaged 175 pounds at four months.
Warren H. Gardner, farm agent,
reports that the hogs were handfed skimmilk, tankage, soybean
meal and yellow corn, along
with plenty of shade and water.
Rice is becoming an important
crop on the delta of the Rhone
River.

MEMORIALS

Beginning 10 a. m.

for
• GOOD QUALITY
• GOOD WORKMANSHIP
'GOOD VALUE
• IN GOOD TASTE

SOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY Of THE COCA COLA COMPANY SY

Henry & Henry
Phone 3284

NOPKINSVILLE COCA•COLA BOTTLING COMPANY

Princeton, Hy.

0 1949, The Caca•Cola Compen,

FARMERS NATIONAL BANK

NOTICE!
TAXPAYERS

The net proceeds of $15,500
from 1945 PGA golf championship at Dayton, 0., were contributed to the local hospital and
.:epresented the largest single
contribution of its kind from one
event.

THERE'S MORE ROOM FOR THE MONEY
in tins M,x1.1 43 4-door Sedan

IP ip ,
IP

lir •

NEW in looks-NEW in room-NEW in handlingand priced right down your alley!
your eyes, folks—and
reach for your checkbook.

UEAST

Tax Commissioner's Office Is Open
For Benefit of Taxpayers
It shall be the duty of the taxpayers to appear at the
Tax Commissioner's Office. Taxpayers are governed by
the following law, according to the Kentucky Statute
Section 132.220:
"It shall be the duty of persons owning or having
any interest in taxable property in Caldwell County to
appear before the tax commissioner between July 1
and September 1, 1949, and have same listed."

Mrs. S. J. Larkins
Tax Commissioner Caldwell County

For here, in one stunning, swiftlined bundle, is everything—
yes, everything—you've been
hoping for.

N

"Raindrop"

ew style note? Well, just look
at that brand-new idea in frontend styling. Grille, bumper,
bumper-guards and even parking
lights all combined in a single,
sturdy assembly that means you
can't "lock horns" with other cars!
New over-all size? We've
trimmed inches from its over-all
length for handiness in traffic —
yet here's still the generous
wheelbase that spells a level.
going ride.

"Raindrop"

New roominess? Swing open the
doors — a thumb-touch does it!
—and gaze on the biggest interiors you can buy for the money,
with sofa-wide front seats and no
less than 12 more inches in rearseat hiproom.
Slip behind the wheel. Fingereasy Synchro-Mesh transmission
if you choose—the satiny smoothness of Dynaflow Drive* as optional equipment if you want the
very latest thing.
And if power is your meat—
just lift the bonnet and look
on a husky Fireball power
plant of 110 horsepower
•Optionni mmt

with conventional transmission,
120 with Dynaflow Drive.
Surely here's a car big as your
fondest ambition—yet price-wise
it's right down your alley! Fits
modest family budgets as it fits
modest-size garages, puts Buick
in reach of still more people!
So here's really a "must see"
item! On display now, in three
trim-'n'-tidy body types, it won't
stay long on dealers' floors. Go
now—see it and get that order in!
Your KEY TO GREATER VALUE

extra est.

THIS TRIM TWO•DOOR SEPANIT we?
eiiiiiphr rho wt.+ kintioy. Chdon
vins Ic
11. 1.41-.144, drem-yrd4r nos: Not

Ageless yet authentic In design. A
treatment by "harp."--brilliantly
polished .pots—each mirroring all
ef the others. Sparkling beauty—
decorous simplicity and decoratore
good taste. Made in all essential
Budget priced at $1.00 each. Salad
plates to match are available.

Walker's Drug 8i
Jewelry

PRINCETON MOTOR SALES
DAWSON RD.

PHONE 2408
When better arlananniallea tire built BUICK rettll bond them

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

Rat Breeding Prevention
One Answer To Problem

Virgil Woodall To Get
Caribbean Assignment

Deaths & Funerals

M-Sgt, Virgil 1'. Woodall, son
of Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Woodall,
Marion, left last week for Personnel Center, U. S. Army, New
Orleans, La., for assignment in
the Csrribean area. Sergeant
Woodall, a former infantry lieutenant, served 22 months overseas during World War II. His
wife and their two children,
Perry and Nancy, will reside
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
S. G. Jarvis, Highland Avenue.

Robert C. Board

Classified Ads

2 years in St. Louis, Mo., and 3
years in San Antonio, Tex.
Mary Elizabeth Jones, Star
Rt. 6, Princeton.
6-3tp

floors, built-la
Cable*.
jeer lot,
can be
4:00 o'clock, or
call 21st
WANTED: For
approzie4i1
months or longer,
sisat
jailed apartmen
t with
bath. Ilan, wife, arid
5.yeitZ
child, W. L.
Hot
el.
Gurley
,Priko;

WATCH MAKING: All makes
Connell Electric Co.
tfc
Robert Calvin Board, 69, died
and models. Clocks, Jewelry
FOR
SALE—Tor clean, used cars
July 31 at his home in the RuFOR SALE: A modern home on
repaired. All work guaranteed.
A pair of rats can, in three find the place of entry. These
and trucks, see Randolph
fus community, Caldwell county.
404 E. Locust street near East
Chas.
"Pete" Russell, certified
years, produce about 259,000,000 places should be closed in such
Motors. Ford Sales and ServFuneral services were conductSide school building; six rooms
descendants, so the emphasis in a way rats cannot burrow or
watchmaker.
H. C. Ruse,
ice.
5-1tc
ed Monday. Aug. 1 at Board
and bath, basement, furnace,
combating
the rat problem gnaw through them, Dr. UnderProp.
tfc
gas, hot-water tank, hardwood
Cemetery. Survivors include two
should be on prevention of rat wood continued.
PIANOS: Both new and used.
breeding and on rat proofing food
"Remember rats can
sisters and a brother. Burial was HELP WANTED: Housekeeper
work
DYE PIANO CO., 409 a Main,
establishments, Dr. Bruce Un- through any opening into which
to care for two children. LivHopkinsville, Ky.
52tp
in the church cemetery.
ing quarters provided. Write
derwood, State health commis- a little finger can be inserted,"
71-1
!
M
"
1111411161111611"4
7
Box 215, Outwood, Ky., or NEEDED—A Rawleigh Dealer for
sioner, said.
he said.
Luther
Morga
Princeto
City
of
n
Dawson
n
phone
The rodents threaten health
5101
at
Dawson
Springs.
Rats can live almost anywhere,
Funeral services for Luther
Springs 1500 families, where
by carrying such serious diseases and exist on practically any
5-2tp
products sold many years.
Morgan, 57, former resident of
as rat bite fever, murine typhus, kind of food, Dr. Underwood
AUTO GLASS: Sheet safety
Real opportunity for permaninfectious jaundice and food in- stated. To a great extent, they Livestock Market
Princeton, who died suddenly
Number of livestock sold this
glass cut and installed in all
ent, profitable, work. Start
fections, Dr. Underwood warned can be eliminated by starvation.
Thursday morning of a heart atcars. Williams Texaco Service
promptly. Write Rawleigh's
in a letter to the county health This is accomplished by cor- week went under the 1,000 mark, tack, were
conducte
d
Monday
913
being
Station,
auctione
Corner Plunk & main. Depart. K YG-891 - 232, Freed. This is 319
department.
rect methods of garbage collecmorning at Morgan's Funeral
Phone 557.
tfc
port, Ill.
"We advise that rat control tion and disposal and protection fewer than were sold last week.
5-2tp
Home.
Rev.
H.
G.
M. Hatter was
programs be carried out in every of all food from rats. It is impor- In only a few cases was there in
SEE
the
new
Vitalaire
refrigera
charge.
Burial was in Cedar
FOR expert paint and body recommunity as a protection to the tant to keep garbage in tight- any change in price of cattle and
tor; designed especially for
Hill Cemetery.
pairs, see Randolph Motors.
health of all persons," the com- ly closed metal containers and to hogs from last week.
homes
without
electricity or
Mr. Morgan, who lived in LouFor Sales and Service.
Itc
missioner said.
avoid accumulating piles of regas; a modern ice-box. Citizens
isville was visiting relatives and
Buildings where there are rata fuse in which they can find nest- Graveyard Cleaning
Ice Co.
3tc FOR SALE; Outboard Motors for
The annual graveyard clean- friends in Princeton when his
should be inspected carefully to ing places. In
Cruiser control, shift to Scottthe house, floors ing and picnic
dinner at Pool death occurred. He collapsed FOE ELECTRICAL Appliances
Atwater. Warm up in neutral
Cemetery, Hopkinsville Road, while sitting in front of the
and Electrical Supplies, visit
shift to reverse and forward. 4
will be held Friday, Aug. 19, it Henrietta Hotel. Although he
Stallins and Kennedy Electric
h. p. 5 h. p. and 71
/
2 h. p. with
is announced. The public is in- had been in ill health a long
Service, 124 E. Main St., Phone
shift. Williams Texaco Service
time,
his
death
was
expected
vited to attend.
.
3180 or 2389. Work guaranteed.
StationPlum and Main St.
He is survived by his wife,
tfc
Phone 2445.
tfc
!Mrs.
Carrie
Chambliss Morgan;
Bobby Beck Is III
Bobby Beck, son of Mr. and a daughter, Mrs. Clyde Reed, FOR SALE: Used ice boxes, Mc- WANTED: Reliable woman,
white or colored, for nursing
Mrs. Elbert Beck, Fredonia, is Indiana, and two brothers, Hugh
Military Burial Planned
and light household duties.
seriously ill of a kidney infection Morgan, Princeton, and William
Morgan, California. All the fami- For Flyer Known Here
McHarg at Penny's.
at his home.
6-1tp
ly came here for the funeral.
First Lieutenant Charles E.
WANTED
:
To
'buy
or
rent
modTim.mons, son of Mr. and Mrs.
III At Daughter's Home
ern 8-room house. Phone 37'11
H. D. Timmons, former residents
Mrs. C. W. Moore, Fredonia, is Mrs. Sallie Wolf
6-1tp
here,
will
be
buried
ill
with full reat the home of her daughter,
Funeral services for Mrs. Sal(51
/
2 in. Straight-Sided)
ligious and military rites Augugt PIANO TUNING and registere
Mrs. Arnold, Buckalew, 418 S. lie Wolf, Scottsburg, will be
d
conAll-Steel
Jefferson street.
ducted
repair service. Member Naat 2 p.m., today in 30 in Fort McPherson Natiortal
Brown's 'Funeral Home Rev. Cemetery, Maxwell, Neb. Lieutional Association Piano TechGeorge W. Filer will be in tenant Timmons, a pilot, and
Ladies Aid To Give Play
nicians. Phone 3604. Dates aeight other crew members of a
Scion ificaliy graduated sizes
"Mrs. Wiggleworth Gets Re- charge, and burial will be
vailable Aug. 16-20.
6-1tc
in the
B-29 Superfortress lost their
ligion" will be presented by the Poole Cemetery.
means comfort and true fit for
WANTED: to do washings at my
Ladies Aid of the Fredonia CumMrs. Wolf, 79, died Tuesday lives when the bomber caught
men of every build and they're
home
at 909 Varmint Trace
fire and crashed during an atberland Presbyterian Church at night, Aug. 9, after a long
171
/
2 ft. .. Maximum Lift .. 24 ft. Long
illness.
$44.01/.17.4*
Princeton, Ky.
8 p.m., Friday, Aug. 12, in the
6-1tp
She is survived by a son, Her- tack on Nagoya, Honshu, Japan,
March 25, 1945. The entire crew
so they'll stay that way..?
Fredonia High School auditori- man Wolf, Pekin, Ill.;
EXPERT Watch Repairing done
One man can handle and operate.
two bro- will
be burned at the same time
um.
thers, Cobb and Clay Scott,
on short notice. Also have nice
New winch assembly easily raises elevator.
And those are just two of the feaPrinceton, and two sisters, Mrs. in the Nebraska cemetery. Mr.
line of Ladies and gent Wrist
tables
and
shelves must be kept A.
8'x14' Extensions
tures that make Test overalls a value
H. Wolf and Mrs. Ida Scott, and Mrs. Timmons now live in
Watches
and
Bands
at
Bargain
free of bits of food, especially at
Paris, Tenn., and will attend the
Princeton.
Prices. D. I. Hensley, Jewler
sta ndout.They'r• mode of tough 8-oz.
Clutch and Brake (extra cost)
night.
funeral.
602 E. Market St., Princeton,
denim ...front and hip pockets ore
When rats are already present,
Ky.
6-1te
double lined and double stitched... ,
they may be trapped or poison- James Winfred Cotton
Circle
No.
2
Will
Be
James
Winfred
ed, the commissioner said. If
Cotton, 71, died
aind all seven pockets have speciol
NOTICE: I will not be responsipoison is used, it should be kept Friday night, Aug. 5, at his home Guest Of Circle No. 1
ble for any debts contracted
Test features that mean extra "onCircle No. 2, Womens Society
away from children, pets and in Princeton. Funeral services
by anyone except myself. Corthe-job" convenience! or a better
farm animals, and should be were conducted Sunday at the of Christian Service, Ogden Mebett Traylor
6-1tp
"buy"... better BUY TEST.
Holiness Church. Rev. Cunning- morial Methodist Church, will
used with caution.
Dead rats should never be ham was in charge. Burial was be guest of Circle No. 1 at a FOR SALE-10x13 wool rug, bed
and dresser, 2 matched tables;
(Incorporated)
touched with bare hands, be- in Southard Cemetery, Hop- birthday party at 7:30 p.m., MonMagic Chef Cook Stove; new
kins county. He is survived by day, Aug. 15, at the church.
cause
the
fleas
and
lice
which
W. 7th St. at Cleveland Ave. HOPKINSVILLE Phone 115
Easy spin dryer washer,
carry diseases may be transfer- four daughters, Mrs. Lena Pink- Program leader will be Mrs.
Windsor chair; mahogany tier
red to the skin, was Dr. Under- ston, Earlington; Mrs. Tom Mil- J. H. Ratliff. Mrs. John Couch
table; platform rocker; chain
ler, Denver, Col., and Mrs. Grace and Mrs. J. R. Newman are the
wood's final warning.
drive tricycle; enameled chest
Bowen and Mrs. Jack Green, hostess committee.
of drawers, 2 throw rugs, anEvansville, Ind.; a son, Jesse
tique table and mahogany cofCotton, Deitric'h, Ill.; four sisThree Princeton ians
fee table. Mrs. H. M. Drain,
ters Mrs. Lucy Humble: PrinceIn Cobb Golf Tourney
831 W. Main St., Dial 3270.
ton; Mrs. Laura Dunning
and
Sam Koltinsky, Jr., Dr. C. H.
Mrs. Frances Richardson,
6-1tc
Earl- Jaggers,
Jr., and Willard Moore
ington, and Mrs. Cindy Kistner,
PIANO STUDIO: I shall be glad
comprise
d
the
group
Evansville; four brothers, Billy,
from
to interview anyone interested
Princeton; Willard, Greenville; Princeton who participated in
in piano lessons Aug. 29 and 30
the thirteenth annual Irvin Cobb
I Alexander, Chicago., Ill,
at Butler High School. I reand golf
tourney at Paducah Satur',John, Herrin, Ill.
ceived my training at St. Louis
day and Sunday.
Institute of Music, and taught
During the two days, KoltinsVirgil McGregor
sky shot 70-76; Jaggers 86-84,
Funeral services for Virgil Mc- and Willard
Moore, 73-74. Fred
Gregor, 51, who died Thursday, Smith, amateur
from Nashville,
Aug. 4, at his home in the Beth- Tenn.,
was crowned champion
any community, were conduct- with an
even-par score of 142.
ed Friday at Morgan's Funeral
Home. Burial wale In
PEACHES, Remarkable, sliced in
the Perry Princeton 2, Salem 4
PEAS, Playfair,
Cemetery. Roe Reed Woodall
syrup, 29 oz. can
Belem, Ky.—Salem shellacked
20 oz can
21(
had charge of the rites. Mr.
Mc- Jim Pickens here Sunday by
PINEAPPLE, Silver River, Crished
TOMATO
ES, Delmonico or Ma> Da)
12c
Gregor is survived by his wife, 4-2 as Andy Rivich hurled
beauheavy syrup, 2, No. 2 cans
extra standard, 19 oz. can ...
his mother, several small child. tiful ball to top Princeto
I
n.
TUNA FISH, Starkist, grated
ren and several sisters.
SHOE POLISH, Dyanshine, broan
Rivich scattered three hits,
No.": can
paste, can
and might have had a shut out if
STARCH
ING POWDER, Cameo, with
his
catcher
had
held
a third
SALAD DRESSING, Table Garden
William W. Crocked
31
(
William W. Crockm 80, died strike with two men out in the
dish cloth, 2 12-oa. pkgs.
quart jar
20(
Friday, Aug. 5., at the home of ninth frame. The man got on
SARDINES, HOLMES, in oil,
GRAPE JAM, Smucker's pure
his sister, Mrs. '&rdon Oliver, base however, and before the
No. '3 can
2 lb. jar
1 Gli
Dawson Rolla, Funeral services storm subsided two runs scored.
CHUM SALMON, Sea North,
POTATO SALAD, Lady Hefty.
Handy Andy however struck
were conducted Saturday at the
No. 1 tall can
Friendship Church, Lyon coun- out 16 men, while Pickens, ob16 oz. jar
39(
211(
POTATO STICKS, Gordon, plain,
ty and burial was in the church viously not his usual self, could
TOILET SOAP, Wrisley's, asst.
cemetery. He is survived by whiff only three.
No. 300 can
1 1(
ten pkgs. in bag
Score by innings:
brothers and sisters.
R. H. E.
DILL PICKELS, Dutch Maid,
ICE CREAM POWDER, Junket
Princeton _000 000 002-2 3 4
32 oz. jar
pkg.
25f
Salem
10(
001 012 00x-4 9 1
Mrs. Pickens Ill At Home
PEANUT BUTTER, Enchantress
Pickens, Stephens and MorKITCHEN CLEANSER, Sunbrite
Mrs. Myrtle Pickens is ill at
quart jar
her home on Garrett street.
gan, Lewis; Rivich and Crotzer.
can
PORK & BEANS, Ky. Beauty
TOMATO CATSUP, Naas,
No. 300 can, 3 for
14 oz. bottle
25(
1212(
APPLE BUTTER, Farm Brand
CORN,Penny Saver, white cream
28 oz. jar
style, Co. Gent. 19 oz. can
20(
121(
DAISY CHEESE, Wisconsin
OLEOMARGARINE. ali Choice,
full cream, lb.
lb.
LOVING CUP COFFEE,
GREEN BEANS, Nancy Jo. cut
3 lbs. $1.15, lb.
19 oz. can
121(
LOG CABIN FLOUR,
CHARCOAL
10 lb. bag
lb. bag
BLACKEYED PEAS, Brown's Valley
SPINACH, Nancy Lee
19 oz. can
No. 2 can
15(
LIME,
APPLE SAUCE, White House
10 lb. bag
No. 2 can
19(
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"Where Your $ $ Have More Cents"

RED FRONT OFFERS
45fl
29(

31c

. ,. , , , , , : : :,: :?. -?: . ,-. . . . . . .:. . !. . . -. .
Sale
'During This

1

Size

6.00-16,Reg.$14.75

SW

5

(including tax)

My tinclarb thariktgo to all those who aided
me in my nomination as Democratic candidate for
County Judge.

Set of 4 Tires and Tubes
6:00x16's

'appreciate the sportsmanship of my oppartentrand:h1S4Upparters.

6:00x16 Tube $2.75

solicit your continued support in
generci
ittel election in November. I pledge my
beit efforts for all the people of the county if I
Eicirriestly
(

Liberal Trade-in Allowance on your
old tires and tubes

DUNN AND OLIVER
FIRESTONE PRODUCTS — D-X MOTOR OILS, FUEL
S. W. DUNN
R. M. OLIVER
N. E. Ct. Sq.
Phone 2662
Princeton, KentOcky
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MEAT SPECIALS
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